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THREE TIMES A WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Maine Must Invest
-in MAINE
THE WHEELS of industry will hum in
America, when deflation runs itself out.
Certain sections will prosper.

The Rockland Gazetle was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1837.
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THOSE sections will prosper most which
develop their natural resources and are
ready.

The greater your real strength and •••
■power, the quieter it will be exercised. •••
••• —Lowell.
«•.

•••

TO DEVELOP Maine’s resources, it is
necessary to modify the practice of sending
most of our investment money into the South
and West—Maine must invest in Maine.

EVERY cent of the net proceeds from the
sale of this stock goes into the developing of
power, the interconnection of power sources
and the extension of lines.
WHY NOT invest in Maine—to build
Maine?

Central Maine Power Co.
(of which the Knox Electric Co. is a part)
Augusta, Me.

'

CUT FLOWERS

FERNS

Floral Designs a Specialty
Odd Fellows Blk, School St. I
ROCKLAND, ME. Tel 1201

Conservatories, Camden, Maine.

THE SHAW

Telephone 135-2

AUTO CO.

(of Bath)

L now making headquarters at FLYE’S GARAGE, j
ROCKLAND, carrying in stock—

PEERLESS, NASH, AUBURN AND
FRANKLIN CARS
W. W. HARRISON, Sales Manager
For Knox and Lincoln Counties

>e.

,e.
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Every mother in the city should
visit Rockland's first baby clinic be
ing held today at the High School
building under the direction of Miss
Chaplin, district nurse. Although it
may not be so complete or extensive
as clinics held in other cities of the
State, it is a matter for congratula
tion on the part of every citizen that
Rockland has made a beginning in
work for public health and at the
right point. Anything along public
health effort, to be permanent, must
begin with the children and progress
upward. The present clinic is for
babies two years and under. -Those
who have not reached the third birth
day will be accepted. Mothers whose
children are older will find the ex
hibit of interest as it Includes sec
tions devoted to general health fea
tures,—clean milk, bathing, care of
the teeth, right sitting and standing
positions for children, etc. One sec
tion will be devoted to pre-natal care.
Demonstrations wil be given upon
the care of Infants, using “Mary
Jane," a hospital doll, sent by the
State Department of Health, and
Miss Soule, director of Child Hygiene,
will he the demonstrator.
The American Social Hygiene As
sociation has sent a collection of book
and pamphlets and literature for dis
tributive. The books may be taken
home by citizens and kept for two
weeks if desired. They are books
selected by the International Y. M.
and Y. W. C. A. for parents, teachers,
and young people who wish scientific
knowledge on Ihe subject of sex an,
sOOinl hygiene.
TO MAINE
Five hundred invitation cards have
been distributed to mothers in the
(For The Courier-Gazette]
city, hut the Clinic is open to the Maine, dear Maine, our native home.
Our hearts are all wtth thee.
public, so take your babies and help
we may chance to roam,
push the
good work for Public Wherever
From sea to shining sea.
Health.
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I paid my last visit to dear old Rock
land" writes Arthur S. Thomas from
Grasmere, N. H., “and the paper con
tains many unfamiliar names. It has
been 35 years since I left my old
home, but it does seem much longer.
I never got married, and that is the
reason, I suppose. I see that Walter
J. Fernald is still on the police force.
I knew him well when I was a boy.
Wo were classmates. And there is
Edwin Mullen, and William Pratt. 1
see Pratt is back to Rockland. The
last time I saw him was in Springfield, Mass. I see that Knox County
has Republican officials at last. Talk
about your Democrats! We had a
share of them, but they are nearly all
weeded out hut the sheriff and the
city government. The election of the
city officers will not come until next
fall.”

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
White Street, near Limerock
Rev. A. E. Scott, Rector

BI Pleasant Stredt. Telephone 29-M.
tf this telephone is not answered, call 56-Z.

Second Sunday after Epiphany, Jan. 16th,

<

HATCHET
BRAND

f COFFEE
How good
thatisH'
____ Xha'mPUNCO.

...

Holy Communion at 7 30 a. in.; Holy
Communion with music and sermon at
10.30; Church School with graded classes
at 12.15; Evening Prayer with music and
sermon at 4.
Guild meeting Thursday .afternoon with
Mrs Blackington, 56 Talbot Avenue.
Pledge envelopes for this year are now
ready for all who have signed carls;
these who have not nad an opportunity
to sign pledge cards may do so after the
services Sunday.
The Bishop was much pleased with his visit,
and with the progress we are maKing;
he may come back for a few days some
time In Lent, so any who are thinking of
Confirmation should speak to the Rector
at once

COLONIAL
RESTAURANT

jfatchet Brand Canned roads and

Spices

NIGHT PHONE 7II-W.

MY PHONE 4(0.

Formerly Loring’s

Located at 282 Main Street
Opposite V. F. Studley’s and next

DISCIPLES OF NATURE

Capt. E. A. Butler, Touring Pacific
Coast, Sees “High Jinks” in San An
tonio.
Gallivanting
around
the Pacific
Coast, where tropical breezes and
tropical verdure make a welcome sub
stitute for a severe Maine winter.
Capt. Edward A. Butler is nevertheless
keeping his old friends in mind. Here
is what he writes from San Antonio.
Texas, to that bluff, old shipmate, Capt.
Charles E. Hall, who is also his busi
ness associate:
“I am wishing you and your good
family a very happy and prosperous
Xew Year, all the way from this city
in Texas. In the recent years I never
before happened to be in the South on
New Year’s Eve and there was great
going on and cutting up ‘high jinks'
all night, too much noise, blowing
horns, and firing guns for the old fel
lows to sleep good.
“My room telephone awakened me at
1.45 a. m., so I got up and dressed and
went down stairs where the dancing
and feeding were going on. The young
men wore fancy paper caps, and many
young women had hardly clothing
enough to cover their nakedness. So
ciety would have been shocked 25 years
ago but no one Reems to mind it now
in this present age of reckless swift
ness.
“Many thanks for all the mail you
have so faithfully forwarded here with
the two Courier-Gazettes. The weath
er has been rather good, and I have
stayed on from day to day. I plan to
leave here next Jan. -4 for Dallas and
Fort Worth, where I will stay about a
day, and then go on to El Paso and
San Diego. I hope the winter is less
severe than the last one, and that you
have found some business satisfactory.
Give my regards to all the 'fellers’
who are loafing with you this winter.
My health remains fairly good, and I
am happy to be away from the North
ern winter.”

Knox Academy Making a
Statewide Campaign and
About To Issue a Bulletin.
The Knox Academy of Arts and Sci
ences is conducting a statewide cam
paign .for members and is making a
special appeal to nature lovers, teach
ers and students, and all patriotic citi
zens to lend their active cooperation
(pnd aid.
The Academy now proposes to func
tion as a State Academy of Arts and
Sciences by carrying on research work
in all the branches of the natural sci
ences, animate and inanimate, and as
a medium through which to dissemi
nate a knowledge of the flora, fauna,
and geology of the State of Maine, and
in which to publish the reult of special
research work in the various branches
of Natural History, the Academy is ar
ranging to issue a quarterly bulletin,
with departments of botany, ornithol
ogy, entomology, marine biology, ge
ology nature study, etc., with an
editor for each department.
The following well known authori
ties in their several departments have
kindly offered to serve as editors: Miss
Edith Patch, entomologist at the State
experimental Station at Orono, Depart
ment of Entomology; Edward H. Per
kins of Colby College and C. Vey Hol
man, formerly State geologist, Depart
ment of Geology; Arthur H. Norton of
the Portland Society of Natural His
tory and Prof. Alfred D. Gross of Bowdoin College, Department of Ornithol
ogy; Prof. C. H. Batchelder of Univer
sity of Maine, Department of Amphi
bia, Reptilia and Fishes.
Alton H.
Pope of Waterville and Prof. Blake,
Department of Mammalogy; Prof. John
M. Briscoe. Department of Forestry;
Miss Louise H. Coburn of Skowhegan,
Department of Botany. There will also
be a Department of Nature Study,
edited by William L. Powers, principal

FOR SALE

j

The entire stock and equipment of the

Francis Cobb Shipbuilding Co.
at the Shipyard

■I

•

‘ —CONSISTING OF—

H Machinery and Tools; New and Second-hand Lumber;
j Nails; Spikes; Clinch Rings; Bolt and Refined Iron;

u Blocks, Ropes, Wire; Office Furniture and Firewood.

Thy majesty is in our souls.
Thy beauty in our hearts;
The wondrous magic of thy charm
Ne’er from thy sons departs

ROCKLAND : : MAINE
5tt

■ i 1

The purple ridges of thy hills,
Th.v dark, majestic pine.
Thy shimmering forest, lakes of blue.
Help make the world divine.
With waving grain-gold fields oT Atm
in yielding harvest time
Heaven and earth have blessed Ihee wellOur Maine, our State sublime.

Thy tender grace siill dweils within
Our hearts, where'er we roam,
And turns us back again to ihee.
Dear Maine, our native home.
— Frances Wright Turner.
South Paris, Jan. 5. 1921.

■■him
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KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Rockland, Maine, January 1, 1921.

NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS

PARK THEATRE
The girlish charms which made
Olive Thomas famous are manifested
in today’s feature picture, “The Flap
per." She has the role of a Senator’s
daughter, who goes away to a board
ing school and tries to impress her
acquaintances with the idea that she
has traveled at top-speed in fast so
ciety. The picture is a humorous one,
but there are adventurous complicatioris enough to cause thrills.
A thrilling pistol battle on East
River within the shadow of the cele
brated Brooklyn Bridge between the
New York Police Boat and a band of
dock thieves, is one of the sensational
incidents in ’’While New York Sleeps,"
a Fox Special, which has been booked
for next Monday and Tuesday. This
picture is hailed by many critics as
the most sensational and artistic pic
ture of its
kind ever
produced.
Charles 3. Brabln, the director, scored
a distinct triumph in the annals of
the picture game, it Is declared, when
he was successful in enlisting the as
sistance of the New York police de
partment for the big fight scene.
The police also rendered invaluable
aid to the director by providing him
with accurate detail for portrayal of
Ihe underworld scents and in the
slum district of Xew York’s East
Side. The picture stands as a unique
achievement in
the world ofmotion
pictures, beingdivided into
three
acts, which depict in turn a thrilling
incident in the lives of the upper,
middle and lower classes of New
York's people.
A featurewhich
makes the picture of nation-wide in
terest in an entire dancing number
from Florenz Ziegfeld's famous show,
"The Midnight Frolic."
Gorgeous
scenes taken in the Cafe Palais Royal
are included in the picture.—Adv.

Beginning Tuesday, February 1, 1921, all monthly bills for gas and

electricity in this district will be sent out as soon as possible after meter

readings are obtained, instead of on the last day. of the month as at
present.

Bills will bear date of present meter readings and will cover charges
for service to that date. Bills will be due when presented and the same
discounts on gas and electricity will be allowed If payment Is made

at our office (within ten day* of the date of the bill.)

We find it necessary to do this because meter readings are taken

practically every day in the month and the delay In rendering these
bills causes, misunderstandings.

H. P: BLODGETT".
,Districf. Superintendent.

1-13

With careful and experienced men In
charge, gives .prompt attention. We
use the utmost care and good Judg
ment in handling all cases.

—Serving—

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

The tame good foods and Special

Osteopathic Physician

Dinner at the same small prices

ROCKLAND. MAINE
36 SCHOOL STREET
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evenings by Appointm.nt
Telephone 323.
1-tf

ORDER COOKING AT ALL TIMES

OPEN ALL NIGHT

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

MARIANNE CROCKETT

UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT

AUGUSTA TALBOT

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Violinist and Teacher

'

Pupil of Lillian Shattuck
16 C.ntrzl SL
Til. IM S
CamScn
148-lf

Vocal Teacher
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Telephont 498-R,

lU-tf

of the Machias State Normal School.
Mr. Powers, when asked to edit this
department replied: The editorial staff
is a distinguished body of teachers and
[ shall be pleased to associate with >
them. We certainly need just such
work as the society has indicated that
It will undertake.”
The Academy in serving as a State
Institution has recently added the
names of several well known Science
and Nature teachers,
representing
nearly every college in the State, who
have consented to serve on the Acad
emy’s board of Regents. Following is
the present board: ,
Hon. Elmer S. Bird, Rockland;
George W. Walker, Warren; Hon.
Reuel Robinson, Camden: Hon. Oba
diah Gardner, Rockland; Hon. J. H.
Montgomery, Camden; William D.
Talbot, Rockland; Rev. Henry E. Dunnack, State Librarian, Augusta; Glen
W. Starkley, State Deputy Superin
tendent of Schools; C. W. Babb, Cam
den; Hon. Arthur S. Littlefield, Rockland; w. O. Fuller, Korkland; Prof.
Henry William Brown of Colby Col
lege; Prof. F. D. Tubbs of Bates Col
lege.
Mr. Starkey’s reply to a request to
serve on the board was: ‘‘I shall be
glad to have you use my name as rep
resenting the State Department of Ed
ucation on your board of regents. The
broadening of the functions of the Knox
Academy of Art and Sciences cannot
fail to he of statewide interest. I am
sure that every person interested in the
natural resources of Maine, its won
derful variety of plant and animal life,
will come more* and more to realize
the importance of the work which the
Academy is d dfcig."
Bowdoin College and the University
of Maine also desire to be represented
but have not yet appointed their Re
gents.
Nature teachers and students have
tong felt the need of a publication
treating to the fauna, flora and geology
of their own State and with their
aid and encouragement the Knox
Academy now plans to supply this de
mand. The cost of the bulletin will be
32 per year. To members of the Acad
emy, the price will be $1.
The academy asks the help of every
nature lover to build up a fine museum
of Maine Natural History by sending
in specimens in all branches from your
own localities. The Academy wants
insects of ail kinds, birds, shells;
plants, both living and dried, minerals,
fossils, mammals, marine life, etc. ete.
Send all specimens to Curator Norman
W. Lermond, Thomaston, Maine. Ap
plications fur membership and sub
scriptions to the Bulletin should be
sent to John H. Brubaker, Box 16,
Rockland, Me.
Issued by the Council of the Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences. Rev.
C. W. Turner. Warren, President; C. C.
Lufkin of Rockland, vice president;
John H. Brubaker, Rockland, secre
tary; N. W. Lermond, Thomaston, cor
responding secretary, librarian and
curator; Georgp W. Roberts, 407 Main
street, Rockland, treasurer; Hon. C.
Vey Holman Rockland, and N. C.
Kalloch, Warren.
'
ROCKLAND LIBRARY NOTES

B. C. PERRY, JR., SALESMAN

I

f

The death is announced of C. N. Wil
liamson the novelist. He was born in
Livingston Manor House, on the Hud
son River, near Poughkeepsie. He was
a scientist, engineer nnd for eight years
on the editorial staff of the Graphic.
Conjointly with his wife, Alice Muriel
Williamson, he wrote among other
books “The Lightning Conductor," “The
Princess Passes," “My Friend the
Chauffeur" and "The Lion's Mouse.”
“Public Libraries" for January con
tains a protest from a Massachusetts
librarian against the high cost of fic
tion. This has been a very serious
problem for all libraries, especially in
the small town where funds are lim
ited. The writer of the article wonders
if a "sufficient number of people re
fuse to pay the price," If the market
price would not be obliged to drop as
in other commodities. The stand is
especially taken on fiction costing $2
or more. "And now with the first
break in the paper market, a drop of
certain kinds from 3150 to 3110 a ton,
comes the new Margaret Ashmun book
listed at 32.50. Just a Juvenile story,
a good one no doubt, but at a cost truly
prohibitive for the average library."
"Marse Henry," by Henry Watter
son, has been much read since its pur
chase by the library. Mr. Watterson
is the last of the great Journalists of
the school of Charles A. Dana.
His
memoirs are a history of American life
from the Civil War to the present mo
ment.
F. Scott Fitzgerald, uutwor of “This
Side of Paradise" and "Flappers and
Philosophers," is the great-grandson of
Francis Scott Key, jho wrote "The
Star Spangled Banner." According to
the publishers, “This Side gf Paradise"
is the book of fiction most in demand
in Chicago.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever ywfr occupation may be and how
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WHILE THEY LAST
I

SHALL

BARGAIN PRICES ON

MAKE

Winter Overcoats
This is your opportunity to get an Overcoat at less
than you can buy it next year.

FRANK C. KNIGHT
MERCHANT TAILOR
IIIBlBIlIiMIMM

doer to Boston Shoe Store

AMBULANCE CALLS

t «•

gelist, and have enjoyed a feast of
good things. But the best is yet to
come. Sunday will be a great day
when Mr. Powell will preach three
times on the following subjects: 10.30,
"A Fragrant Life"; 3, “A Walk With
God”; 7.15, "What To Remember.”
Judging by the crowds which have
already gathered it is safe to say that
the auditorium will he packed to the
doors Sunday night. Monday will have
an unusual attraction. At 7.30 the sub
ject will be “From Ditch Digging to
Pulpit Pounding,” which is.a most re
markable and fascinating presentation
of Dr Powell’s life story. Felix is a
full blooded Italian and came to this
country in 1891 when about 21 years
of age. For four years he worked with
his fellow compatriots as a ditch dig
ger, and in the fall of 1894 found him
self with a crew of his countrymen in
Brunswick, Maine, milking their home
in a slaughterhouse for the winter.
It was during that winter that Felix
attended some revival services held at
the Methodist church, and one night
when seeking a new start in life he
suddenly felt the burden of sin lifted
from him. Peace came into his heart,
and the very first thing which he clearly
remembers Is that there streamed
through his heart a wave of warm love,
which wrought his transformation. He
was then 25 years of age and could not
read or write in any language. Think
of it. 25 years of age, had never seen
inside a school, and could not speak a
word of the English language. Today,
after 25 years, he stands as a miracle
of grace, being a graduate of Bucks
port Seminary and Drew Theological
Seminary. He is a preacher and think
er of the first magnitude, and stands
far above the average minister In
scholarship. This most remarkable
Stbry will b» fully told Monday night
at Pratt Memorial church.
Tuesday will see the closing exer
cises.’ At 10 a. m. an old fashioned
prayer meeting; 2.30 p. m., a public
service with sermon by Mr. Powell on
"Spiritual Fire"; then the last service
of all Tuesday night at 7.30 with the
dosing message on 'The Parting of
the Ways”. Do not miss a single
meeting. Only three days more. Vp
to the present time there have been 43
decisions for Christ.

Beyond tlie carea and heavy strife.
Beyond tlie pains and tits,
Our
hearts turn ever fondly back
“It was 20 years last August that
To greet thy distant hlllA.

FLOWERING PLANTS

Glaentzel,

•«. •«. .«. ■*.

TODAY'S BABY CLINIC

OF the Maine investments, none will do
more, in the judgment of stockholders and
company officials, toward building Maine and
none is safer and more desirable through the
years, than Central Maine Power Company
7'i Preferred Stock."

The
FLORIST

Tomorrow Mr. Powell’s Last
Sunday Here—The Revival
Closes Tuesday—Decisions
For Christ.

Volume 76................. Number 7.

NEW YEAR’S IN TEXAS

METHODIST REVIVAL

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general Inter
The evangelistic campaign at the
est are solicited.
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir Methodist church coses next Tuesday.
culation at second-class postal rates
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat Unusually large congregations have
urday morning, from 46d Main Street, Rock
gathered every night to hear the evan
land, Maine.

NBWSPAPE? HISTORY

PALMS

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, January 15, 1921.

Single Copies Three Cents.

/

.... TUESDAY,

FULL LINE OF THE
FINEST

QUALITY

French Ivory
Ever shown in Rockland

OREL

E.

DAVIES

ever crowded your hours with affaire, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit

or poetry.

—Charlea EUot Norton.

MY NATIVE LAND
It chanced to me upon a time to sail
I - Across the Southern ocean to and fro.
And, landing at fair Isles, by stream and vale
Of sensuous blessing did we oft times go;
And months of dreamy Joys, like joya In sleep.
?-•Or like a clear, calm stream o’er mossy stone.
L_. Unnoted
passed our hearts with voiceless sweep
And left us yearning still for lands unknown.

we found one—for ’t is soon to find
■ ■ ■ And when
thousand-isled Cathay another Isle—
I ForIn one
short noon Its treasures filled the mind,
And then again we yearned, and ceased to
smile.
And so it was, from isle to isle we passed.
Like wanton bees or boys on flowers or lips.
And when that all was tasted, then at last
We thirsted still for draughts instead of sips.

I learned from this there is no Southern land
Can fill with love the hearts of Northern men;
Sick minds need change; but, when In health
they stand
'Neath foreign skies, their love flies home
again.
And thus with me It was: the yearning turn • 1
From laden airs of cinnamon away.
And stretched far westward, while the full
heart burned
With love for Ireland, looking on Cathay I

My first dear love, all dearer for they grief!
My land, that has no peer in all tlie sea
For verdure, vale, or river, flower or leaf—
If first to no man else, thou'rt first to me.
New loves may come with duties, but the first <
la deepest yet—the mothers breath and
smiles—
Like that kind face and breast where I was
nursed
Is my poor land, the Niobe of Isles

—John Boyle O’Reilly,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 15, 1921
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enough of a habit with him so that
THE PAGE COMPANY
she could classify him as a “drunken
husband.” There followed some dis
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
cussion of the interview’ in her dress Some of the Books Lately Put
RiK-kl.mil Maine, .lanunr.v I-,. 1921
Sensation of the January Term—Courtroom Crowded To ing room in Malden when Boyden came
Out By This Noted Publish
Personally appeared Frany I.. I.yddie. Who
from the South in November. Wit
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
ness
denied
having
i*it
her
career
too
Hear
Story
of
Actress
’
Matrimonial
Tribulations.
office of the Rockland Publishing Co. and that
ing House.
prominently, and denied that she had
of tile issue of The Courier-Gazette of Ian. lit.
1921 tliere was printed a total of 6.015 copies.
told him that he need not come back
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
"New Mexico, thy Land of the De
Notary Pifhlle.
yhe courtroom at the County Build communicative than the night before. to her until he was able to give her light Makers," by George Wharton
the
things
she
was
accustomed
to.
■
' ...........
........
After he returned ttr bis training
ing was crowded all day Friday, the
She denied that Bradstreet. the the .fames, a companion volume to "Cali
THE PUBLIC HEALTH MEETING center of interest being the contested camp, this time in tn? South, they cm - atre manager, was discussed by them fornia. Romantic and Beautiful,” "Ari
responded, but she never received any
zona, the Wonderland.” etc.
Large
divorce proceedings in which Adelyn B. money front him and he refused to on this occasion.
The extraordinary downpour of last
8vo, handsomely
bound
in
silk
Regarding
the
roadster
automobile
night laid absolute prohibition upon Boyden, formerly Adelyn Bushnell of recognize her in h?3 arrangements for which had been frequently mentioned cloth, w’ith 8 plates in full color and 48
IF YOUR
STATE
the public health meeting scheduled Thomaston, seeks to obtain her free government insi;tn?e or allotments, as hers, and which Boyden had sold full-page illustrations in duogravyre.
at the High School building, naviga dom from the rather filmy bonds of making thes^ .ill payable to his moih- at the garage, she said that the car Boxed. $5.00. Special Pasaaena Au
prospers, your chances of
|er. She received from him during this
tion of the streets being not only dan
was in fact given her by Boyden, that thor’s autographed edition, limited to
gerous but well-nigh impossible. The matrimony which bind her to William period only one ci»\, a small pfn.
250
signed
and
numbered
copies,
$15
prospering increase.
he put it in her name and that he never
After he had been discharged from
meeting, with the same speakers, will E. Boyden.
reclaimed it until he took it away and to $25 according to binding. The grow
be held next Friday. The baby clinic Mrs. Boyden is well known in Knox the service, early in the winter of l.)’S. sold it.
ing interest in the states of our vast
meetings are being held today as ad county, having commenced her the he appeared at the theatre in Malden.
Mrs. Bovdon told of her suspicions Southwest makes this volume uncom
They had an interview in her dressing
vertised.
atrical career about 10 years ago, and room, in which he stated that he had being aroused, and of setting detec monly timely. Dr. James is famous as
TO ASSURE MAINE
tives to work to “corroborate" what an explorer, author and lecturer, and
The funeral services of Ernest Leroy some of her earliest engagements be secured a good position in Colorado, she believed to be facts about his mode is the recognized authority on the his
prosperity in the big indus
Barlow, whose body arrived home from ing in the local theatres. She is an and asked if shv would be willing to of life. Intimations of gay parties tory of the southwestern section of the
France Wednesday, were held in the actress of unquestioned talent and join him there after he got estnollshed. with a Somerville young lady to whom country.
trial revival that will fol• • » •
Burpee undertaking rooms Thursday great personal charm, and has made he replied that she would. They ar he was attentive came out in her
low
deflation, Maine money should
afternoon. Rev. Howard A.
Welch rapid progress in her profession, being ranged to meet at the Adams House comments along these lines, but this
"The Leopard Prince, a romance of
officiating. The American Legion rit now, it is asserted, one of the highest in Boston the next morning and break was not gone into in detail as the de Venice in the fourteenth century,” by
be invested in Maine, to develop
ual services were conducted by Win paid actreses playing in stock in the fast together. He borrowed her car, a tectives are here and will later testify Nathan Gallizier, author of “The Sor
Maine’s resources and to bring new
slow-Holbrook Post. Among the many country. It developed in her testi roadster, to drive to the city.
ceress of Rome,” “Under the Witches’
as to their findings.
The next morning she was at the
friends present was quite a large dele mony that she is receiving a salary of
Questioned as to whether she knew Moon.” etc. A romance of the Queen
industries to the Pine Tree State.
gation from Warren, where the young $400 a week at the Malden theatre hotel to keep the appointment, hut that her relations with Bradstreet of the Adriatic, in the fourteenth cen
man formerly resided.
A notable where she has been playing for the Boyden did not show up until ?0 were common gossip in Malden, wit turv, of which the central figure is a
o’clock. When he did come he was ness replied that “everybody talks noble Venetian, the Prince of Lepanto,
floral design, which came from the past two and a half years.
Mrs Boyden is represented by M. A- noticeably the worse for a party of about actresses. She had even heard Zuan Castello. known as’ the Leopard
Spear greenhouse in Warren, w.is
composed of callas and carnations, Johnson, and her husband by E. C. the night before, which he asured her that a judge was engaged to her.”
Prince from his coat of arms, a dra
ONE OF THE SAFEST
knots of the latter being tied with bows Payson. The libel charges cruel and was made up of automobile men, hut
Did Bradstreet assist in paying her matic and dashing hero who combats
of pink satin ribbon. Floral offerings abusive treatment and failure to pro of which she had somt doubts which bills?” "No,” emphatically. "Did she the conspiracy headed by Lucio Strozzi
and best of Maine invest
were later confirmed. Furthermore the intend marrying Bradstreet if she so to betray Venice to the Ban of Bosnia
were- sent by the Odd Fellows, Grange. vide suitable support.
ments, in the judgment of
The contest opened with Mrs. Boyden car was missing, and he told her that ured this divorce?” Again, “no.” She anH Louis of Hungary. The "eternal
American Legion Post and Auxiliary.
She it was in a garage for repairs, giving admitted that she was driving a Cadil triangle” is complete with the tw’o
The deceased was a son of Sanford testifying in her pwn behalf.
more than 4500 preferred stock
Barlow; served as private in Co. 1, stated that she married Mr. Boyden in her the address and stating that it lac coupe, but said she had bought it heroines, Fulvia the young wife of the
holders, is the 7'< Preferred Stock of
28th Infantry: and died in Base Hos April. 1918. She was at that time lead would be ready for use in about two with her own money, having borrowed Leopard Prince and the Princess Yaga
pital No. 50. Nov. 6, 1918 of bronchial ing lady at a Somerville. Mass., theatre, weeks. He remained with her that some, but her notes were not endorsed —the confidante and secret emissary of
Central Maine Power Company.
pneumonia. Temporary burial was in at a slary of $100 a week. She was day and night, leaving the next morn by Bradstreet. Bradstreet was inter the Ban of Bosnia. It is interesting to
The money secured from the sale
the American Army cemetery.
The supporting herself, her mother at ing. She went for her car at the lime ested in her only in a financial way. note that Mr. Gallizier has chosen
body was taken Thursday to its last Thomaston and her son by her former specified, only to learn that he had sold and he should be nice to her as she scenes for the story w’hich played
of this stock is invested in the de
husband. George Manning.
it, receiving $1000 from the garage was making good money for him by prominent part in the World War and
resting place in Burkettville.
Boyden at this time about to enter owners.
veloping of power and the inter
her work at the theatre. He enter which have presented to the treatyThis was their last meeting before tained her as he did other members of makers at Versailles, the same diffi
The Hotel Rockland has never en the military service as a student in the
connection of power sources.
tertained a happier banqueting party aviation schools. He represented to severing marital relations the next the company, but they were always culties between the races on the Adri
her.
according
to
her
statement,
that
time
of
meeting
being
at
another
Bos

than that of Thursday night—the
chaperoned.
atic which Mr. Gallizier’s hero prince
Boyden, she said, gave her a ring, encountered 600 years ago.
“pool sharks” of the Camden Busi he had an automobile agency which ton hotel in June 1919. At this brief
was
good
for
about
$2000
a
year.
Be

conference
he
stated
that
he
was
going
but her money paid for it . He had
ness Men’s Association and invited
• « • •
guests. The losing team the red car fore their marriage however she to get a divorce, to which she replied, never given her any money.
WHY NOT INVEST
“
Further
Chronicles
of A von lea,” by
learned
that
he
was
in
fact
a
chauffeur,
that
she
had
had
deteeti\
es
looking
Mrs. Boyden’s statements that she
nation boys was captained by Tur
L.
M.
Montgomery
author
of
"Anne
of
The
wedding
was
in
New
York,
and
after
him
and
that
if
there
was
any
had suffered from nervousness and
pentine Clark, with “Junior” Dwinal
to build Maine?
Your
Green Gables,” etc. Further stories of
as first lieutenant, while the winners they spent a few days together in divorcing to be done she would do it mental strain because of her marital the people of Avonlea, the home of the
Somerville
and
in
Thomaston,
whence
herself.
After
the
Adams
House
inci

difficulties was corroborated by testi
home investment not only
were under the direction of the
beloved Anne Shirley of Green Gables,
mighty Eternal Elliott, Lieut. Pole they went again to Somerville and he dent she had put detect! « s on the ;ob. mony of Josephine Fox, another mem whom Mark Twain called the "dearest
builds up home territory; but it is
left
her
there
to
resume
her
theatre
and
the
constant
mental
strain
and
ber of the stock company, by Josephine
(Robert) Bean, second in command.
ind most moving and delightful child
generally safest because you know
The banquet was one of the Rock engagement while he went to New .York worry of the situation had told teavily libellant’s mother, Mrs. Nancy Bush since the immortal Alice.” Anne her
on her health and strength.
nell of Thomaston, and by Dr. Harold
ford's best and served in that hotel’s state to begin his aviation training.
just where and how your investment
It was agreed between them that she
Brown, Mrs. Boyden’s colored maid, by self “once or twice flashes across the
most perfect style. The toasts, and
scene” and her friends of Prince Ed
money is used.
The defense was foreshadowed in Burpee of Malden. Their testimony ward Island are a most engaging group
presentations were made between the should continue her work and maintain
Alice
courses, and were carried out in Cap her home in Thomaston until he had the vigorous cross examination to was otherwise unimportant.
of
people
of
whom
the
author
writes
tain Elliott’s usual happy-(go-lucky) finished his term of service and pro which Mrs. Boyden was now subjected Hayhurst of this city testified to as W’ith all the charm which has made her
sisting Mrs. Boyden by loans during
manner, and
the pleasant party vided another home. She spent her by Attorney Payson. At the outset h'
the summer of 1918, when she was in books unrivaled in their field. In his
Order through any employee or
closed with speeches of congratula summer vacation at Thomaston and questioned her about a letter which
during that summer became short of she serxj to her husband in Noveml.’er Thomaston and had not received any introduction to this volume, Nathan
direct.
tions and regret and old time songs,
Haskell
Dole
compares
Avonlea
to
funds. She wrote to Boyden asking 1918, which jvas not read ir» court but money from her husband.
including America apd “Auld Lang
Longfellow’’s Grand Pre, and says,
• • * •
for money, but he did not send it, regarding w’hich Mr. Payson inquired
Syne,” with Fiddling (Pearl) Willey
rather intimating in his reply that she if she did not consider that this was
An unexpected interruption to the ‘There is something in these continued
at the piano.
had better be a little more economical in fact a breaking off of relations by case came shortly after Court had chronicles of Avonlea like the delicate
art which has made Cranford a clas
with her salary. In the fall she went her. Witness replied that she did not
Last night’s basketball results: R.
convened this morning, when Mr. sic.”
to Malden where she had secured a so regard it.
H. S. Girls 66, Lincoln Academy 4.
contract at $125 a week in the stock
She admitted that she was friendly Johnson, counsel for Mrs. Boyden was
Field goals, Wnislow 15, Mcjxion 18,
“Honor Bright,” by Laura’ E. Rich
company of the Auditorium theatre.
with Boyden for some months prior to given leave to amend the libel so that ards, author of “Captain January,
Barnes 2. R. H. S. Boys 8, Lincoln
While
on
the
way
to
Malden
to
take
(of which the Knox Electric Co. is a part)
the
death
of
her
former
husband,
Man
it w’ill allege adultery in addition to “Miss Jimmy,” etc. No girl ever de
Academy 26. Goals, Roy 4, Gay 4,
up her new job she spent one night in ning, but declared that Manning was
Mulligan 3, Marston 2, Flanagan 4.
cruel
and
abusive
tretment.
In
con

served
more
to
have
a
series
of
stories
Portland with a friend, and while there aware of this and did not disapprove
Augusta, Me.
sequence the trial has ljeen continued written about her than does Honor
The county commissioners, in session heard by telephone from her husband’s he being rather far gone w’ith loco
Bright, the newest heroine of a talent
sister
that
he
was
in
Boston.
By
ar

to
the
April
term.
motor ataxia at the time and recogniz
Tuesday, authorized the painting of
pd author who has created many
« • • ♦
the interior of the Knox County Jail. rangement she met him next. day in ing that he coud not reasonably inter
charming girls.
Born of American
Newburyport
and
continued
on
to
Bos

fere w’ith her activities. They were liv
At the opening on Friday morning parents who die in the far Hast. Honor
The work will be done by the inmates,
ton
with
him.
They
then
visited
his
ing apart.
the traverse juries were drawn as spends her school days at the Pension
of whom there are now eight.
mother and sister in Somerville, and
Her marriage to Boyden took place in follows:
Madeline in Vevey, Switzerfond, sur
here, according to her account, the April after Manning’s death in March
First Jury:—Orrin H. Woodcock of rounded by playmates of han a dozen
UNION
real trouble began.
She admitted that Boyden told her Cushing, foreman; Melvin I. Phil- nationalities. She cultivates as friends
Boyden’s mother, she stated in reply several weeks before their marriage
brook of Union; William T. Hocking a trio of Swiss peasants, Atli, Gretli
Jan. 8 Orient Chapter, O. E. S., to interrogatories by Mr. Johnson, was that he was not an automobile agent
of St. George; Edward J. Cook of and Zitli with w’hom she lives the pic
held its annual installation of offi unreasonably jealous and objected as he had said previously.
Warren: Fmticis B. Crocker of Vinal turesque peasant life of the Alps for a
cers. The folowing officers were in openly to any demonstrations of affec
That Adelyn went into the w’edding haven; Alfred Morton, of Friendship; few days. As are all of Mrs. Richards’
stalled by past 1). D. Grand Matron, tion between husband and wife. The with Boyden with her eyes open as to
George W. Rhoades of Washington heroines, "Honor Bright” is the highest
Euda Lermond, assisted by Carrie sister upheld the mother in this course his financial prospects, $33 a month
Oscar L. Bassick Of South Thomas type of the young girl of America, with
Ames, grand marshal and Minnie and told the bride that she should ex from Uncle Sam and no job in prospect
ton, I^awrence H. Dunn of Thomas all the independence of character
Mathews, grand chaplain: Worthy pect a mother to come first in his af afterward; and that she was indeed
ton: Roscoe Gross of Isle au Ilaut; which is American to the core in young
Matron, Grace McFarland; Worthy fections. Considerably upset by this the one to insist that the marriage be
patron, Charlie McFarland; associate reception, Mrs. Boyden asked her held before rather than after his term Vernon I. Hamblen of Vinalhaven as in old.
• • * •
Charles Fernald of Rockport.
matron,
Nancy
Ayer;
secretary, husband to take her away from the
of military service, was the trend of
Second jurv: —J. Frank Rich of
"Marjory at the Willows,” by Alice
Nancy Eurns, treasurer, Mr. Ayer; and rather grudgingly he consented to Mr. Payson’s next queries. Witness
Rockport, foreman: Corydon Brown E. Allen, author of "Marjory, the Cir
conductor, Ida Hewhes:
associate going to Boston, and they spent one "wouldn’t say that she insisted, ex
of North Haven; Winslow T. Robin cus Girl,” "Joe, the Circus Boy,” etc.
conductor, Alice Robbins: chaplain, day and night at a hotel. But on the actly” but admitted that she had ex
son of St. George: S. E. Harville of All of the young folks who made the
Lura Miller; marshal, Alice Williams; following day they again visited the pressed a preference for an early’ mar
Hope; Fred S. March of Rockland: acquaintance of Marjory in "Marjory,
organist, Caries Ames; Ada, Lya family and there was another un riage, and that she had declared her
W. S. Richards of Camden: Adelphus the Circus Girl” will welcome this new
Leigher; Ruth, \rial Ames: Esther, pleasant scene. That eveening they self willing to support herself while he
B. Ripley of Appleton, L. H. C. Wig- story by Miss Allen. Marjory goes to
Ethel Cargill; Martha, Caroline Wil went into Boston for dinner at a res was in the army, though she hardly
gin of Rockland; Clinton W. Over spend a summer w’ith her mother’^
liams: Electa, Bessie Lewis: warder. taurant and then to the hotel. Arriv expected that she would be required to.
lock of Warrem; Charles W. Creigh people in the Adirondack country. She
Electa Lucas: sentinel, Verda Burns. ed there Boyden produced a bottle of
At this point the relations of Mrs. ton of Thomaston; Thomas Barter of finds herself in a delightful old house
A banquet was served and music and whiskey and proceeded to drink him Boyden w’ith the manager of the the
ful of grandmothers—a grandmother,
self into a stupor, refusing to talk to atre at which she Is engaged were Rockland: Arthur Ames of Camden.
readings were much enjoyed.
Supernumerary Jurors:—Walter I. a great grandmother and a great aunt.
her or answer her complaints about sharply called into question by’ her
Telephone that item or news to The the treatment she was receiving. The husband’s counsel, ghe denied knowl Elwell; E. C. Moran and Guy E. Har- Marjory discovers Roger, and good
times begin. From the very start, the
aden, all of Rockland.
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of following morning he awoke just
edge of any statement by* this gentle
Leonard H. Snow of South Thom grandmother^, who are old and deaf,
time to catch his train, and no more man, a Mr. Bradstreet, to the effect
readers will see it.
aston was permanently excused ow  have insisted that Marjory is Lisey—
that “any’ leading lady, to succeed in
ing to illness; and Albion S. Niles of her older sister*. Amusing complica
that theatre, must come across with
tions follow,, which increase w’hen
BREAD For a Good Day's Program
him.” Her salary was next under dis Rockland was excused because of his Lissy, herself, arrives. With the aid of
cussion. She had started at this the being an officer on the Rockland po a pony cart and a pony, the little folks
atre at a weekly wage of $125, was lice force.
The study and play of children—the toil and labor
Of the grand jury, the only absentee have some delightful advetures. Best
soon advanced to $140 and then by
w’as Dewey L. Maloney of Cushing. of all is the discovery of an old, outof grown-ups all demand food rich in nourishment.
stages to $400, her present salary.
of-the-way camp. Into this, they
“You really knew Boyden better be The jury as now serving is as fol move. About it, there is more or less
Bread heads the list as the best of all foods. It is
fore you were married than you did lows:
mystery, W’hich is finally solved. There
after, didn’t y’ou?” she w’as asked, to * Frank A. Richardson of Rockland, is a mystery about Roger, too, which
rich in force and energy. So easily digested that
which she cynically replied that she foreman- Arthur C. Berry of Rock works out happily for all.
the smallest kiddie thrives on it; so substantial that
did not believe that any woman knew port, Frank Beverage of North Ha
♦ ♦ • »
much about a man until after they ven, A. W. t Brewster of Rockland,
a
day laborer depends upon it for strength, f
"Our Little Czecho—Slovak Cousin,”
Charles S. Coburn of Warren, George
were married.
by
Clara
Vostrovsky
Win
low.
The
W. Creamer of Washington, Aubury
• • • •
’ When hungry—Eat Bread.
opening scenes faithfully picture the
The matter of Boyden’s intemperance L. Fuller of Appleton, Herbert A. hard, primitive, but colorful life of Slo
w’as next inquired into, and the witness Green of Vinalhaven, Richard Ham vakia under Hungarian misrule. Then
It’s a magic food that helps to off-set exorbitant
was put through a brisk questioning as mond of Camden, Walter Hewitt of the scene shifts to that w’onderful va
table
costs, and assures you biggest value for the
Hope, John Hall of South Thomaston,
to her ow n habits.
lorous march of the Czecho-Slovak
“As a matter of fact, didn’t Boyden Levi J. Kinney of St. George, Her army across Russia and Siberia, one of
smallest amount of money. When you order,
do his first drinking with you and bert N. Maddoeks of Union, Charles the great romantic incidents of the
specify—
wasn’t-he intoxicated for the first time McDonald of Thomaston, Moses Orne
of Friendship. Edgar E. Sukeforth of War. Later, the setting is Prague, the
w’ith you?”
beautiful,
historic capital of the
Rockland.
"No, I don’t think that is true.”
Czecho-Slovak lands, during the ex
• • • •
“You drink, yourself, don’t you?”
citing and enthusiastic birth of the in
"I have taken a drink.”
Charles O. Barrows of Portland, dependence of w’hich both Czechs and
Further questioned, witness admit who is acting as court stenographer
Slovaks had dreamed. t
ted that she had on occasions had always feels an especially friendly in
• • • •
liquor in her house and had served terest in Knox county, for here it
"Our Little Crusading Cousin of
highballs to Boyden before their mar was that he served his first term 31
A
riage. She had drank with him, but years ago. The late Associate Justice Long Ago,” by Evaleen Stein.
she indignantly denied that she W’as Virgin presided. Mr. Barrows has charming story of tw’o gallant boys
herself an habitual drinker. Pressed seen many changes in the Maine Sn- who went to Jerusalem on the Fourth
Crusade led by Richard the Lion Heart
for further particulars as to her hus preme Court.
of England and Philip Augustus of
band’s drinking, she did not assert that
♦ • 4 •
France. Hugh, of mixed Norman and
his drinking w’as confirmed or habitual
These naturalizations were granted
She was questioned as to events sur yesterday: Peter Astor Ferrero. Italy. Saxon blood is page to King Richard,
while Raymond is of French blood and
rounding the occasion in September
Donald Allen Burnley, England; Karl page to a knight of southern France
when she w’as located in Portland by
Lamml. Norway; Morris Rubenstein, who rides with Philip.
Raymond’s
her husband’s sister. She denied any
Russia: Benjamin Patrick, England: master joins Richard’s army after the
knowledge of his having telephoned to
her at Thomaston and elsew’here be Oscar Marcnius Olson, Sweden; Jo fall of Acre and a fast friendship
It is the loaf that brings you Big Food Viilue in
fore learning that she was in Port seph Bend, England; George Russell, ripens between the hoys. As in all her
Canada; Edgar Criteh, England.
stories of the past, Miss Stein creates
land.
most tempting form. Always tasty, firm, niiitria
delightfully
vivid
atmosphere.
“At that time, you w*ere not enter
• • • •
tious.
taining a party of naval officers in
While James FVench^Street Railway
"Famous Leaders of* Industry,” by
Portland, were you?” asked Mr. Pay- trackman, was working over the man
Edwin
Wildman,
editor
of
“
The
son.
hole at The Brook late 'yesterday af
JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.
“No, I W’as simply stopping over ternoon, he was run into by Dr. Forum.” The life stories of many of
there a night with a friend to break Crockett’s sedan. Taken completely our great industrial leaders read like
the trip.”
by surprise Mr. French nevertheless fiction, they are so filled with romance,
Ask your
Mrs. Boyden declared that she had had the presence of mind to cling to adventure and a display of indomitable
the best of feelings toward her hus the front of the car, and thus saved courage and perseverance. It is truly
Grocer.
band’s mother and sister at first, but himself going under the wheels. The inspirational to learn how, from hum
soon became angry, hurt and bitter car was brought to a quick standstill, ble beginnings, many of these men by
because of their unfriendly attitude. and the trackman was found to have overcoming difficulties and surmount
That Boyden never ill treated her, but sustained no injuries of consequence. ing obstacles, have climbed to the very
The
that he did nothing to induce a better The accident happened while the pinnacle of fame and fortune.
feeling or treatment from his family storm was at its height, and in the main facts in the lives of some of these
toward her.
darkest jpart of The Brook. The rain Famous eaders are generally know’n,
Her letters to him, prior to Novem was glistening on Mr. French’s rain but of others very little has been pub
Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
ber, she said, were certainly love let coat and through the damp windshield lished. The author has compiled his
ters, but they did contain criticism Dr. Crockett did not distinguish the data with great care, and has shown
of his action in assigning of his alot- trackman at all.—About the same hour rare discrimination in recounting the
CARS AFTER THE DANCE
ment and insurance all to his mother, another Rockland professional man. incidents and achievements that are in
and his failure to recognize her in Dr. T. E. Tibbetts, was having rather dicative of the characteristics that
any way as his w’ife.’ She never had a ticklish experience. Coming down have made success possible. The fol
any quarrel with him on any other sub Union street in his motor car he lowing Leaders of Industry are includ
ject.
turned to avoid a wagon. The auto ed in this unusual book: A. G. Bell.
Wilbur Wright,
Or\
Questioned further as to Boyden’s skidded and brought up sharply George Eastman, Hudson Maxim, John Cormick, Henry John Heinz, Charles inghouse,
Good Crowds
Good Times
habits, she asserted that he drank ' against a telephone pole. A crumpled D. Rockefeller, John Wanamaker, John Schwab, Louis Liggett, Thomas A. Wright. Charles Goodyear, Isaac Si
more than she did, and that it w’as mudguard was the principal casualty. Mohler Studebaker, Cyrus Hall Me- Edison, F. T. Barnum, George West- er, etc.
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SUIT

Home Investments Pay Best

In the Long Run

Central Maine Power Co.

v

BURN

Otto Coke
$16 a Ton

M.B.&C.O. Perry
TELEPHONE 487

DANCE ARCADE! DANCE
Saturday

Ev’g,

Jan. 15

Marston’s Music

NISSEN'S

Calk of tbe cown

(a Social Circles

H

COMING MCIOHBORHOOD EVENT*

CHINATOWN

I --------

I
—AT THE—

ARCADE
JANUARY

TUESDAY,

13, 1921

IN THE AFTERNOON—
Continuous Vaudeville; see
Chinatown; take a ride with
ADMISSION
the Chinese Coolies; let
those little Jap girls serve
25 CENTS
you in the Tea Garden.
Many
original
features.
Opens at 2:00 o’clock.
IN THE EVENING-Chinatown Dance.
Marston s
Music 8 to 12. Thomaston
and Camden cars after the
ADMISSION
Dance. Solo Dancing after
50 CENTS
the manner of the Isadora
Duncan Dancers.
Special
Feature, Chinese Minstrels.

--------------------/
The new officers were in charge of
the Relief Corps meeting Thursday
night and handled their duties in tine
style.
Hotel Rockland’s annual banquet
complimentary to commercial travel
ers and hotel proprietors takes place
next Thursday evening. The dining
room will be closed lo the public on
that night.

Bill Lowee’s Syncopated Orches
tra, with “Brim” Jewett of Bath, as a
special vaudeville artist, makes its
second appearance before the publicnext Thursday evening at Havener
hall. The great success which the
Semae Club made of its first dance is
very pleasantly remembered.

ALL COME

Misses Sadie Rector and Carrie
Dodge are having a vacation from
their duties as ushers at Empire
Theatre, hut confess to being home
A big ball for the benefit of Limesick, and will be back on duty next
Monday. Misses “Kitty” Blethen and rock Council, K. of C., will be held in
the Arcade Friday
Jan. 28,
Marguerite Wells are substituting.
with music by Marston’s
Orchestra.
The centenary of jurisprudence in The committee in charge comprises W.
Thomas
Maine was
celebrated in Augusta J. Sullivan, Walter
Wednesday with elaborate exercises in Fleming and Bernard J^urns.
which all of the members of the Su
That good old bay caster, the Wil
preme Bench took part.
The Knox
Bar was represented by its president, liam H. Jewell was overhauled at the
for the pur
J. H. Montgomery of Camden, A. S. South Railway this
Littlefield, E. K. Gould. Frank H. In pose of stopping a leak. The I. L.
graham and Judge Pike. Mr. Little Snow Co. shipped two cargoes of oak
field was elected vice president of the to Stockton Springs Wednesday. The
State Bar Association. Alan L. Bird timber will he used in topping out (ho
was elected a member of the executive two barges being built for the Pejepcommittee and Col. Gould was elected scot Paper Co.
auditor.
Colonial Restaurant, formerly bor
Dr. H. L. Stevens was in Augusta ings, 282 Main street, n°xt door to Bos
Wednesday to attend the meeting of ton Shoe Store. Dinner Special 50c.
2tf
the Maine Veterinary Medical Associa
tion.
C. A. I'ease. who has been serving as
extra operator in the Western Union
telegraph
office. Portsmouth, N. H..
the past two months, has returned
home, pending orders to a new assign
ment.

Bill

Thursday, January 20, 1921, when
Hotel Rockland gives its annual din
ner to the Commercial Travelers, the
house is theirs. Therefore, the din
ing room will not he opened to the
public on that night,
7-9

David If
Buftum arrived home
Thursday from New York, where the
schooner Helvetia, in which he had
expected to be a passenger on a
Southern cruise has hauled up for
the winter. The schooner sailed last
j October for Liverpool, N. S., where
she was under charter to take a car
go of pulpwood, to Brooklyn. Such a
lengthy delay ensued before the ves
sel could get its cargo, that the pro
posed southern voyage, with slack
frights, was impracticable. Mr. Buffum learned how to translate the
French expression mal de mer, but on
the whole had a very pleasant outto .ing.

Cleveland Sleeper of South Thom
aston was not a little pleased yesterday
when he received a telegram from
Camp Travis, Texas, stating that his
son. George D. Sleeper, had passed the
preliminary examination at the West
Point Cadet School. The young man
has been given a six weeks’ furlough
and on March 1st will go to his final
test for admission to West Point Mil
itary Academy. Most of the candidates
at the preliminary examination were
college men, who had gone to Camp
Travis with a view to ultimately gain
ing admission to the Military Acad
emy. Young Sleeper’s letters to the
folks at home spoke rather disparag
ingly of his chances but pluck and
perseverance are his predominant
qualities, and results show that he has
not “plugged” in vain. Good for the
Knox county boy!

Lowe’s Syncopated
Orchestra

Thursday Evening, Jan. 20
HAVENER’S

HALL,

ROCKLAND

$

CARS FOR THOMASTON AFTER THE DANCE
6-tf

Mrs. E. B. Hastings, who has been
having a severe siege of tonsilitis, is
making rapid recovery.

Mrs. Philip Howard is in Boston for
a visit of several weeks.

The Rubinstein Club at its regular
meeting in Odd Fellows hall yester
day afternoon enjoyed this most in
teresting program:
piano Duet—Part of a piano suite,
Golden
Miss Holbrook and Mrs. Averill
Old Irish
Vocal—When Love is Kind,
Miss Donohue
Nevin
Vocal—The Nightingale Song,
Miss Brown
Current Events,
Mrs. Smith
Ha ndel
Vocal—(a) Care fielve,
Nc. in
(b) Mon Desire.
Salter
(c) The Pine Tree,
Mrs. T.rlbot
Kriesler
Piano—Caprice Viemos,
Mrs. Sanborn
Quartet—Rose of My Heart,
Mrs Veazle, Mrs. Joyce. Mrs Marston
Mrs. S.evens
Reading—I Am Music.
Noyes
The Barrel Organ,
Miss Ruggles
Steere
Vocal—In Lilac Timp,
Miss Brazier
Henburg
Violin—(a) Two Hungarian I’oems.
(b) Spanish Dance, Granada Kreisler
Friinl
Chorus—At Twilight.
Rubinstein Club
Two Pianos—Andante,
Schumann
Mrs Bird and Mi's. Berry

All members of this club who have
copies of “The Holy City.” by Gaul,
arc asked to bring them to the next
meeting. Those who do not sing may
take them for the use of members
who do not own copies

By request the Woman's Educa
tional club meeting for Jan. 17 has
been cancelled, and meetings will take
place Jan. 24 and Jan. 31 instead, in
the Methodist parlors as usual.

|
j
J
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j
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If you come to
this theatre today,
you will see a good
Alaskan feature,
"ROSE
OF
N O M E,” with
Gladys Brcckwell
as star. You will
also sec ‘'DARE
DEVIL JACK,”
and “The Snitch”

-is

; , ■'

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ENID BENNETT in “HAIRPINS”
After marriage she became heedless
about her appearance, and friend husband
couldn’t help contrasting her fith his attrac
tive stenographer. So wifey dolled up again.

SERIAL

“THE VANISHING DAGGER”
COMEDY

“SHOOT ON SIGHT”
4

'____________ .

_____________

NOT SEEN

FOR FOUR YEARS

A

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19
for one day only
See the bargains you can get for $1.00. Goods on display in our North Win
dow, Monday Morning. Every item we name is a very special bargain. Come
early Wednesday morning and get the most for your money you have been able
to get for more than four years.
In connection with our Dollar Sale we will make special prices on all of our
Coats, Suits and Dresses. Prices will be lower this day than any time this year.

1.00
$1.75 Bungalow Aprons ...........
1.00
5 yards Long Cloth ............ ....................................... 1.00
5 yards Gingham .............
1.00
$1.25 White Petticoats
........ ............................... 1.00
5 yards Outing ........................................................... 1.00
6 yards Unbleached 40 in. Cotton .....
1.00
4 yards 36 in. Bleached Muslin .......
1.00
4 yards Lonsdale Cambric ........ .............................1.00
$1.50 Crib Blankets (pink and blue) ....
1.00
4 large size Huck Towels, 18x36 ......................... 1.00
5 large size Huck Towels, 16x32 ......................... 1.00
6 yards 25c Curtain Scrim ......... .............................. 1.00
Polly Prim Gingham Aprons ....... ......................... 1.00
3 pair Children's Hose (black and brown) .
1.00
and elbow sleeve .......... ....................................1.00
and long sleeve ........... ..................................... 1.00

4

Pants, 2 for

THIS

BS

NOT

A

DAVID BELA5CO

PICTURE

L?E£4NI£

I

$1.00,

$1.50,

OFFICE

$2.00, Plus War Tax

2 Boxes 75c Stationery .......................

3 Pillow Slips ............. ..........................

12 Hair Nets with elastic ....................
5 Men's 25c Handkerchiefs
2 pairs Ladles' Fleeced Lined Hose

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

6 large size Turkish Towels .............

Ladies’ Pink Crepe Bloomers ..............

Children's Pink Bloomers, 2 pairs
$1.25 and $1.50 Silk Camisoles .........

$1.25 Silk Boudoir Caps ........................
3 yards Creton .............................x.......

✓

$1.50 Black Mercerized Petticoats .

10 yards Cheese Cloth .........................
2 Tabic Oilcloths, value 75c yard ....

$l-50 Suit Cases .....................................

5 yards Good Crash ............................

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

E. B. Hastings & Co.

There was a large attendance last
night at the monthly banquet of the
City Club at the Thorndike Hotel.
There was a lively discussion of sev
eral matters, but no action was taken.

Rockport
Boys £6
Rockport
Girls 10

The undersigned relatives of the late Ernest
Leroy Barlow, who died in a French hospital
Nov. 6, 1918, wish to thank the friends who
expressed their affoetlon for him through At
tendance at the funeral services Thursday, and
the handsome flower® sent.
Mr. and Mrs Sanford L Barlow. Mrs Lena
Grinnell, Mrs. Myrtle Hail. Mrs. Rose Sullivan.

CARD OF THANKS

BESiEE

BORN
Thomas—Somerville, Mass., .Ian. 141, io Mr.
and Mrs. C. Sunnier Thomas, a son, .Milton
Moore.
Itaeklitfe—At Kilsby Hospital, Rockland. Jan
6, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Kaekliile, a son,
Bobert Harold
Munro—Rockland. Jan. 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Munro, a son.

Wo take this way of showing our appreci
ation for the many acts of kindness shown us
In our great sorrow, to Pleasant vSlley Grange,
Mrs. Crozier and Rev. Mr Crossland especially
for the abundance of beautiful flowern, tributes
sent by her many friends
Harold L. Rackliffe, Mrs Susie E. Smith,
Etta Smith Anderson.
J*

WITH THE CHURCHES

St. Peter'. Church
(Episcopal).
Sunday services at 7.30, 10.30, 12.15
and 4. Guild meeting Thursday. See
particulars in the notices on the first
page.
• • • •
MARRIED
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
Foster-Moore—Chinden. Jan 13, by Bov. I,
D. Brans. Alton Karl Foster of Thomaston, and Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
Nancy Lermond Moore of Warren.
morning service at 11 o’clock.
Subject of It saon sermon ‘ Life." Sunday
DIED
school at 12.10. Wednesday eventnc
Steele—Rockland, .Ian. 13, (’apt. William ().
Steele, aged 74 years, 11 months, 17 days meeting at 7.30.
....
Funeral Sunday at 2 p in. from 66 Rankin
street.
Littlefield Memorial Church, Rev.
Denunons—Thomaston, Jan. 14. Alvin A. Deinmons. aged 76 years. Private funeral services Howard A. Welch, minister: Morning
Sunday.
worship, 10.30; sermon. “The Courage
Farrar—Razorville, Jan. 12. Herbert Farrar,
of tlie Christian”; Sunday school. 11.45;
aged 52 years
McIntosh—Rockland, Jan 13, Theodore Sid Christian Endeavor. 6..15; evening ser
ney McIntosh, aged 67 years. Funeral Sunday vice, praise and preaching, 7.15.
at 2 o’clock
. • • .
Parsons-Rockland. Jan. 14, Flora M. Par
sons, wife of Thomas S. Parsons, aged 39
Congregational Church, Walter S.
years, 11 months, 7 days
Funeral Monday
Hounds, minister.
At the service
from late residence at 2 o’clock.
lthrt—Union. Jan. 14. Hiram A. Burt, for Sunday morning Mr. Rounds will
merly of Bangor, aged 81 years, 14 days preach on the
theme,—“The Gospel
Funeral at 11 a in. Saturday from Crozier
of
UuuscrvuLion."
The
Church
parlors and burial in Michigan.
I’ci’.'Ih ’"ii Camden, Jan 12, Mrs. Ha: n< School will convene at noon. The
Pendleton, aged 52 years. Funeral Saturday
public is invited. •
at 2 p. m.
,
• • * •
Clifton Daggett Gray, president of
Bates College, will be the preacher
at the First Baptist Church. The
subject of his morning sermon will
be, "God’s Eternal Temple” and of
the evening sermon. “The Greater
| Sorrow."
The Church School will
meet at noon, the Young People's so
ciety nt 6. 15 and at 7.15, there will be
praise and preaching service. Rev.
\Y. J. Day will be the speaker at the
meeting of the Men’s League Wed
nesday evening. The address will be
given in the church parlors at 7.3ft and
all persons are cordially invited to
attend.
• • • •
Pratt Memorial Methodist Episcopal
Church, Rev. J. S. Crossland pastor:
This is the last Sunday with Rev.
Felix l’owell as preacher.
Morning.
10.30, subject "A Fragrant Life.” School
session at noon. Afternoon service at
3. subject, “A Walk With God.” Make
an effort to rally to this service. Even
at 7.15. when the theme will be
CAR LOAD OF FRESH ing
“What To Remember." Those wishing
a good seat will need to come early for
this service. Monday night the Evan
gelist will give his life story to a big
audience. He has a remarkable expe
rience and everybody must hear him
Several Nice Pairs in the Lot Monday night. The program for Tues
day is an old fashioned prayer meeting
at 10 a. in.; service at 2.30 p. m. with
sermon on “Spiritual Fire.” Then at
7.30 the last message of all on “The
Parting of the Ways.” Everybody In
ROCKLAND, ME.
vited.

JUST ARRIVED

CARD OF THANKS

BOX

one-half yard ....................................

$1.50 Plaid for Skirts, one yard ..... .

2 pairs Ladies’ White Foot Hose .....

In Camden last night the
Boys defeated the Camden
to 12 (league game), and the
Girls defeated the Camden
to 4.
9

THE

All Wool Serge 54 in. wide, value $3.00 yard;

1.00

ROCKPORT TWICE WINNER

SEATS NOW ON SALE AT

1.00
1.00
9 packages 15c Toilet Paper .............................,....
1.00
$1.25 Rolls Batting, 72x90 ......................................
1.00
4 Rolls 35c Batting ................. ..................................
1.00
5 Rolls 25c Batting ................... -...............................
1.00
$1.50 Colored Tams ....................................................
1.00
3—50c Pink Vests .......................................................
1.00
2 Good Brooms ................................ ....................... ....
1.00
75c Turkish Towels, 2 for ........................................

Children's Cashmere Hcse, 2 pairs

Maynard Wilson of Worcester is a
guest of his aunt, Mrs. James Riley.
Several from this place attended the
Odd Fellows installation at Tenant’s
Harbor Wednesday evening.
Mrs. E. T. Hall returned home from
Knox Hospital a week ago and is gain
ing rapidly.
Miss Ethel Watts left Wednesday for
Medfield, Mass., where she has work.

NOTICE—MR. EELASCO HAS BUT ONE COMPANY APPEARING IN “THE
' BOOMERANG,” AND THIS COMPANY WILL PLAY ROCKLAND.

and short sleeves ................................................

4 prs. Ladies' Fleeced Lined Ribbed Top Hose

ST. GEORGE

THE CAST IS OF THE USUAL BELASCO EXCELLENCE

1.00

Ladies' Cotton Hose, 3 pairs ........ ...........................1.00

Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham
were guests in Augusta Wednesday ot
Miss Hattie Vose Hall, who is con
Bird, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage,
fined to her home by .illness.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall, Mr.
Following is a list of the patroAs and Mrs. John I. Snow, Mr. and Mrs.
of the High School Chinatown dance Carleton F. Snow, Mr, and Mrs. A. P.
next Tuesday evening at the Arcade. Blaisdell, Mr. and Mrs. Israel Snow,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Snow, Miss Caro
The Senior committee feels very much
Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Stevens,
gratified by the generous support giv
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Thurston, Dr.
en by these citizens. The list is not
yet complete: Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred and Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt, Mr. and Mrs.
H. O. Gurdy, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Fish,
Knight. Mrs. Emily Hitchcock, Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. Ellingwood, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Donald George, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Walter Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. N. Cook
C. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller,
Sholes, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Law
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis, Mr. and
rence, Mr. and Mrs. William II.
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller, Mr. and Mrs.
Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bird,
R. U. (Milins. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Smith, Mr.
Keyes. Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Littlefield.
and Mrs. Charles A. Rose, Jr., Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Buffum, E. B.
Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
MacAllteter, Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Smith.
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Spear. Mr. and Mrs.
Ensign Otis, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S
The Smart Set of the Old County
road met with Mrs. Frank Donohue at
her home on Park street last Wednes
day evening. Fourteen members and
several visitors were present.
Mrs.
Harmon sang. Delicious lunch was
served.

MOVING

Ladies’ White Lace Trimmed Robes, low neck

10 Cap Shape Hair Nets, value 15c

Heavy Fleeced Lined .Union Suits, high neck

Children's Fleeced Lined Vests

$1.25 Lace Collars .................................................... 1.00

3 yards A. C. A. Ticking, value 50c ...

Heavy Fleeced Lined Union Suits, Dutch neck

jPark Theatre, Friday, Jan. 2lst«
I

SALE

GREAT
BIG

6 yards Percale ..............

Business of importance wilT come
before' the next Woman’s Educational
Club meeting. The words will be
corollary, collateral and contingent,
the Celebrity, Jj&ertley Questions in
Bardeen's Civicsvfrom 216 to 222. In
Mary Severance’s Guide to Citizenship
the lesson begins on page 6 with IV,
State Government, as far as time
permits, and topics on City Govern
ment, as*to be.announced in a later
issue of this paper.

The Good Cheer Swing Circle
will meet Tuesday afternoon with
Mrs Minnie Miles, Ocean street.

Walter C. Ladd and E. C. Moran, Jr.,
were in Waterville Wednesday to at
tend the meeting at which a federation
of Maine insurance agents was formed.

Officers of Rockland Encampment
were installed Wednesday evening by
Frank B. Miller, D. D. G. R.. assisted
by John A. Karl as deputy grand
high priest, H. C. Chatto as deputy
grand senior warden; L. C. Jackson
as deeputy gland serib, O. B. LoveJoy as deputy grand treasurer, Luke
S. Davis as deputy grand junior
warden, and George E. Horton ns
depute grand sentinel. The officers
installed were: Almore. E. Spear
(Warren), chief patriarch; Charles
8. Maxey, high priest; Harold A.
Robbins, senior warden; Austin V.
Condon, junior warden; Harry W.
French, s-rilie: .1. Lester Sherman,
treasurer; Elmer B. Crockett, first
watch: Luke S. Davis, second watch;
Oliver B. Lovejoy, third watch; Allen
V. Sawyer, fourth watch; Neil B.
Packard, inside sentinel; James A.
John A.
French, outside sentinel;
Karl, guide; John Kelley, first guard
of the tent; Lucius E. Jones, second
guard of the tent.

The whist party for'the benefit of
the ice cream table at the Catholic
coffee party will be held next Wednes
day evening, instead of on Thursday,
as advertised.

-BY—

At the annual meeting of the Maine
Optometrists Association in Portland
Wednesday, Knox county was repre
sented by J. F. Burgess and Orel E.
Davies of this city and F. E Morrow
of Camden. Mr. Morrow was elected
second vice president, and Mr. Davies
was elected chairman of the execu
tive committee.

John A. Karl will install the officers
of Mt. Horeb Encampment in Union
tonight. Luke 8. Davis will accom
pany him as grand Junior warden

Mrs. S. P. Foss is in Portland for
the weekend, attending the training
class for Spencer < ’orsetieres.

Co.

A SALE YOU HAVE

------- r-rrr-rr-—-

The regular meeting of the Shakes
peare Society was held Monday even
ing with the president Mrs. Ensign
Otis. The fifth ad of Henry V was
read, with Mrs. Ot ne as leader. There
was an interesting discussion on this
play. The next meeting will be with
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Jan. 24.

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Cates of Brew
ster street are visiting in Portland
and Lewiston.

DANCE

The officers of Gen, Berry Lodge, K.
of P., were’publicly installed Thursdayevening in the presence of a large
company of guests. The installing offi
cer was C. C. Starrett, D. D. G. C., and
he was assisted by John D. Mitchell as
grand master at arms, H. Gilchrest as
grand vice chancellor, Frank Linnekin
as grand prelate, Henry Sukeforth as
grand inside guard and Alpheus Jones
as grand outside guard. A list of the
officers has been published. Dancing
followed the installation.

Joseph Rogers files two minor ex
ceptions to this paper’s report of the
Municipal Court trial in which he
figured Wednesday. With reference to
the domestic trouble which occurred
N'ov. 3, he says that it was not the
“understanding that lie leave town,"
hut suggestion was made that he go tc
his father’s home until matters could
lie straightened out. Mr. Rogers de
nies the remark credited to him that
he came home the other night “to
start something.” “I told my Wife that
1 had come home to get satisfaction,
says Mr. Rogers.

E. J3. Hastings

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department especial
ly desires information of social happenings,
j parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
1 telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................... ,............. 770
i

Jan 2,18—Evangelistic campaign at the Meth
odist church
Jan II—Walts hall, Thomaston, Song and
Dramatic Berlin! by Edward Bidcitam of New
York.
Jan 18—"Chinatown" nt the Arcade, under
auspices of B. H S Senior Class.
Jau 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Jan 20—Commercial Travelers' banquet at
Hotel Rockland.
Jan. 21—M'etliebcser Club meets with Mrs
Frank It Ingraham. 25 Lindsey street.
Jan. 24—Shakespeare Society meets with Mrs,
John 0. Stevens.
Jan 24—(I p. nt.)—Woman’s Educational
Club meeting, Methodist parlors.
Jan. 27--Annual meeting of Past Matrons
and Patrons Association of Knox County, tri
Masonic hall, Thomaston.
Jan. 28—Knights of Columbus hall in the
Arcade.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day
Feb. 5—Knox Pomona Grange meets in West
Rockport.
Feb. 14-16—Annual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers and Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 21-28—Masonic E'ood Fair in the Arcade
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.

Charles A. Heckbert, who is with
the U. S. Airship Detachment, at
Howdeh, Yorks, England, will please
accept The Courier-Gazette's grati
tude for two fine photographs of the
R. 32, the enormous dirigible In
which U. S, Naval officials are to
make A flight from England to Amer
ica. The airship is 600 feet long, car
ries 30 men and five officers and
makes 63 knots an hour. One of the
photographs represents the airship
flying over York Castle. In a recent
letter to this paper Mr. Heckbert tolfl
of being in the air 20 hours. Mr.
Heckbert has also sent us a copy of
the Leeds Mercury containing an ac
count of the great tire in Cork. One
doesn’t blame "Hucky” for preferring
to stay in the air.
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PLEASANT POINT

WOULD WALK THE

:yJ

FLOOR AT NIGHT

&LL
E
OF THE
G1[AN11■S
PETER D KYT4E
'AUTHOR

OF "CAPPY RUCKS'

COPYRIGHT, BV PETER JB.KYNE
SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I.—Pioneer In the California
redwood region. John Cardigan, at fortyeeven. Is the leading citizen of Sequoia,
owner of mills, ships, and many acres of
timber, a widower after three years of
married life, and father of two-day-old
Bryce Cardigan,
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce makes
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis
itor to Sequoia, and his junior by a few
years. Together they visit the Valley of
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan and
his son as the burial place of Bryce's
mother, and part with mutual regret.

CHAPTER Ill-While Bryce is at col
lege John Cardigan nieeis with heavy
business losses and for the first time views
the future with uncertainty.
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from
college, and a trip abroad. Bryce Cardi.
gan comes home. On the train he meets
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to
make her home there with her uncle,
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his
father's eyesight has failed and that Col.
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of
the old man's business misfortunes.

CHAPTER V.-In the Valley of the
Giants young Cardigan finds a tree felled
directly across his mother's grave. Indi
cations are that it was cut down to secure
the burl, and evidence seems to show that |
Pennington and his woods-boss. Jules
Rondeau, are Implicated in the outrage.

again and grew snarly mid abusive—
to such an extent, indeed. Hint finally
I was forced to ask him to leave my
office."
"Nevertheless. Uncle Seth, I cannot
understand why he should make such
a furious attack upon your employee."
The Colonel laughed #vith a fair
imitation of sincerity and tolerant
amusement. “My dear, that is no
mystery to me. Cardigan picked on
Rondeau for the reason that a few
days ago he tned to litre Rondeau
away front me—offered him twenty-five
dollars a month more than 1 was pay
tng him, by George! Of course when
Rondeau came to me with Cardigan’s
proposition, rttwomptly met Cardigan's
bid and retained Rondeau; consequent
ly Cardigan hates us both and took the
earliest opportunity to vent his spite
on us.”
The Colouel sighed and brushed the
dirt and leaves from his tweeds
“Thunder!” he continued philosophi
cally, "it's all In the game, so why
worry over it? And why continue to
discuss an unpleasant topic, my dear?"
Her uncle took her gently hy the
arm and steered Iter toward the en
boose. "Well, what do you think ot
your company now?" he demanded
gayly.
“1 think," she answered soberly
“that you have gained an enemy worth
while and that it behooves you not to
underestimate him."

CHAPTER VI.-DIntng with Col. Pen- I
nington $nd his niece. Bryce finds the
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm
ing his suspicions of Pennington's guilt.
In a diplomatic way, unperceived by Shir
ley. the two men declare war.
CHAPTER VII—Pennington refuses to
renew his logging contract with the Cardi
gans believing his action means bank- i
ruptcy for the latter Bryce forces Ron
deau to confess he felled the tree in the
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington’s or
der. After punishing the man. Bryce
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who. with
CHAPTER VIII
Shirley, had witnessed the fight. Penning- I
ton is humiliated, and the girl, indignant,
orders Bryce to leave her and forget their
Through the green timber Bryce
friendship He leaves, but refuses to ac Cardigan strode, and there was a lilt
cept dismissal
in his heart now. Already he had
CHAPTER VII—Continued
forgotten the desperate situation from
He shook his head. "I do not give which lie had just escaped; he thought
up that readily, Shirley.
1 didn't only of Shirley Sumner's face, tear
know how dear—what your friendship stained with terror; and because he
meant to me, until gou sent me away; knew that nt least some of those tears
I didn't think there was any hope until had been inspired by the gravest ap
you warned me those dogs were hunt prehensions as to his physical well
ing" me—and called me Bryce.” He being, because in his ears there still
held out his hand. “‘God gave us our resounded her frantic warning, he
relations.” he quoted, “ but, thank God. realized that however stern her decree
we can choose our friends.’ And I'll of banishment had been, she was
be a good friend to you. Shirley Sum never!lieless not indifferent to him.
ner, until I have earned the right to he
The climax had been reached—and
something more. Won’t you shake
passed; and the result hail been fai
hands with me? Remember, this fight
from the disaster he had painted it
to-day Is only the first skirmish in a
his mind's eye ever since the knowl
war to the finish—and I am leading a
edge had come to him that he was
forlorn hope. If I lose—well, this will
doomed to battle to a knockout with
be good-bye."
Colonel Pennington, and that one o!
“I hate you,' she answered drearily.
the earliest fruits of hostilities would
"All our fine friendship—smashed—
doubtless he the loss of Shirley Sum
and you growing stupidly sentimental.
ner's prized friendship. Weil, he had
1 didn’t think it of yon. Please go
lost tier friendship, hut a stiil smab
away. You are distressing me.”
voice whispered to him that the loss
He smiled at tier tenderly, forgiv was not irreparable—whereat
hi
ingly. wistfully, hut she did not see it. swung his axe as a bandmaster swings
"Then it is really good-bye,” he mur his hnton; lie was glad tiiat lie had
mured with mock doiorousness.
started the war and was now free to
She nodded her bowed head. "Yes," fight it out unhampered.
she whispered. “After all, 1 have
Vp hill and down dale he went
some pride, you know. You mustn't Within two hours his long, tireless
presume to he tlie butterfly preaching stride brought him out into a clearing
contentment to the toad in the dust." in tlie valley where his own logging
"As you will It, Shirley.” He turned camp stood. He went directly to the
away. “I’ll send your axe hack with
the first trainload of logs from my
camp. Colonel,” he called to Penning

sing day c
ra, one of the, 9-year-old t5vin (laugh
ters of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Burton of
Manchester Woman Was On Cushing read some verses of her own
that gave much pleasure
Verge of Nervtius Break composition
to teacher and pupils and may inter
down—Restored By Tan- est a wider circle through this column.
If the verses lack in some points
of rhyme and measure the youthful
lac.
ness of ther composer may be taken
'I had chronic dyspepsia fur more into account:
than three years and only people who At the end of the term ;is (h list mas drew near.
How many want a tree?” asked teacher, M ss
have had this awful trouble can ever
Geyer
Fifteen hands went un In reply,
know how I suffered." said Mrs. Joseph Fifteen wives answered "I!'
C. Lavoie, who lives at 185 A Beach Let's hope we all will something get,
And that our friends will remember us yet!
street. Manchester, N. H.
But ail have their faults as well they might.
"Nothing irnreed with me and even Yes. een the dull as well as the bright.
the plainest and most wholesome foods
There's Zc‘.ta whose writing is so good.
caused me to suffer tortures after eat- She
should get first prize, really she should.
ng. 1 ate so little 1 lost strength every Chris.:na s the swevheart of the school
day and finally became so weak It was And <ner the girls she seems to rule
all I could do to drag myself around. To look at her love letters Arlene doesn’t allow
At night I was often unable to sleep I'd not he surprised were she writing one now;
and would get tip and walk the floor Marguerite's seat might be perfect unless
for hours. The fact is I was on the Some of i:s uoise was cut out at recess.
erge of a nervous breakdown.
And Edwartf, who so much is out —
1 was discouraged, too, because When- he goes we have to doubt
Harold. Leo, Roderick. I know little about,
everything I tried, 1 actually believe They
’ve I ecu such a short time 1 haven't found
lid my stomach more harm than good,
out
t hadn't been taking Tanlac long beRichard has a voice much like a girl’s.
ore I realized it was different from the Perhaps he might be one If he only hail curls:
ither medicines.
My troubles just Irving utiews his flnge.s as well as his books,
eemed to melt away. I can eat any- And both have the most terrible looks
hing I want now. meats, cucumbers. Leroy wears his sweater so much.
>ork and cabbage, even chocolate Ot some disease he may get a touch;
Geyers swain comes Friday night.
andy, which I didn't dare touch for Miss
Helps harness the horse, much to her delight.
hree years.
“I don't believe my digestion could This little poem now must end.
I hope It's hurt no feelings, or friend.
he improved upon. My strength has If
someone's were hurt. I'd be to blame—
eturned and I am no longer troubled Wish you all Merry Christmas just tlie same!
.vith nervousness, but sleep like a child
night long. All these good things
RAZORV1LLE
I owe to Tanlac. the best and grandest
nedicine in the world.”
Herbert E. Farrar, aged 52. a very
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Corner prominent citizen of this place, died
Drug Store; in Washington hy F. L. Wednesday, after a long illness of
-udivig; in North Haven by W. S. cancer < f the bowels. He served on
Topkins. and by the leading druggists the Republican town committee f »r
n every town.—adv.
many years and for two years was its
very efficient chairman; he also served
on the school board. The funeral ser
Bryce lifted Ids hat. "Is Mr. Mc vices were held Friday at 2 p. m. at
Tavish al home?" he asked.
his late residence.
She nodded.
“lie cannot see any
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Overlook
body," she hastened to add.
"He's motored to Union Monday on a com
bined business and pleasure trip.
sick."
Lawrence Howard is visiting his
“1 think lie'll see me. And I wonder
brother. John L. Howard, at Union for
if you're Moira McTavish."
a few days.
"Yes, I'm Moira,"
Mrs. Clara Hibbert is visiting her
"I'm Bryce Cardigan."
s?n Ralph for a few days.
A look of fright crept into the girl’s
Deputy Sheriff Sidney Humes and
eyes. “Are you—Bryce Cardigan?” Mrs. Humes motored to Union Tues
he faltered, anil looked at him more day.
B. K. Ware and son Willard were
losely. “Yes. you're Mr. Bryce. You've
'hanged—hut then it's six years since in Portland last week where Master
Willard is taking treatment for a tu
ne saw you last, Mr. Bryce."
bercular hip.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Glidden visited
To be continued—Began Dec. 28. Back
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Morse at North
copfes can be supplied.)
Waldoboro Tuesday.

ton.
Once more he strode away into the
timber. Shirley watched him pass out
of her life, and gloried in what she con
ceived to he his agony, for she had
both temper and spirit, and Bryce
Cardigan calmly, blunderingly, rather
stupidly (she thought) had presumed
flagrantly on brief acquaintance.
The Colonel's voice broke in upon
her hitter reflections.
“That fellow
Cardigan Is a hard nut to crack—I'll
say that for him.” He had crossed the
clearing to her side aDd was address
Ing her with his customary air of ex
pansiveness. “I think, my dear, you
had better go back into the caboose,
away from the prying eyes of these
rough fellows. I’m sorry you canje.
Shirley. I'll never forgive myself for
bringing you. If I had thought—but
how could I know that scoundrel was
coming here to raise a disturbance?
And only Inst night he was at our
house for dinner!”
“1 wonder what could have occurred
to make such a madman out of him?”
»>,o jyirl queried wonderingly.
"He
acted more like a demon than a human
being."
“Just like Ids old father,” the Colonel
purred benevolently. “When he can’t
get what he wants, he sulks. I'll tell
you what got on his confounded
nerves. I’ve been freighting logs for
the senior Cardigan over my railroad;
the contract for hauling them was a
heritage from Bill Henderson, from
whom I bought the mill and timberkinds; and of course as his assignee it
was incumbent upon me to fulfill
Henderson's contract with Cardigan,
even though the freight-rale was ruin
ous.
"Well, this morning young Cardigan
came to my office, reminded me that
the contract would expire hy limna
tion next year and asked me to renew
It, and at the same freight-rate. 1
offered to renew the contract but at
a higher freight-rate, and explained to
him that I could not possibly continue
to haul his logs at a loss. Well, right
away he flew in a rage and called
me a robber; whereupon I Informed
him that since he thought me a robber,
perhaps we had better not attempt to
have any business dealings with each
other—that I really didn't want his
contract at any price, having scarcely
sufficient rolling stock to handle my
own logs. That made him calm down,
"Hft fp r»
wMle he
Wa l).eqA

1

EMPIRE THEATRE

A Fair Offer.

This is the last day to witness a
Rose of Nome,” starring Gladys
Irockwell. The star has put all the
ire of her strong dramatic personality
nto the character of Rose the girl who
s the inspiration of rough miners and
he guiding star of a French Canadian
vho sees in her a reflection of the
pirituality of the Madonna.
This
tory of the great Northwest is teemng with action; it toils of crime,
reachery. and a faithful Jove which
ises triumphant over all obstacles.
A domestic comedy, entitled “Hair»ins,” with Enid Bennett as star will
•lease the patrons Monday and Tueslay. Muriel Rossmore makes the misake of paying more attention to her
lousehold duties than to her personal
ippearance and learns that hairpins
»lhy an important part in a woman’s
ife. She also learns that her hus»and, a successful y’oung lawyer has
'een attracted by the neat and natty
et-up of his stenographer and is in
he habit of taking the young woman
>ut to lunch. Thoughts of suicide,
vhen she overhears her husband adlit that she has lost her attraction
or him. drive Murial to put on her
-est gown, do up her hair in the latest
tyle and take a firm hold on'a bottle
•f poison. A critical glance in the miror tells her that she is still beautiful
nd, being a sensible woman, after all,
he determines fo post herself on the
atest method of captivating the oppo
site sex. A sporty widow next dbor
fives her the help she wants and inroduces* her to a “gentleman friend”
t a lively party in a fashionable resaurant. The stenographer is there
vith a new admirer and tells her emdoyer the next morning about his
vife and her new’ amusement.
Matters come to a climax when
lossmore goes to a party and sees
Jordon and Muriel carrying on a flirt ition.—adv.

E. J. SMITH

We extend a cordial invitation to
anyone suffering with catarih to call
anil see Hyomei. .We will refund the
money if Hyomei does not relieve.
Kittredge Pharmacy.
Th&S3t.

0L
Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

With all

the latest

cm>/2 main street
ROCKLAkin

ARTHUR L ORNE

“Is Mr. McTavish at Home?"
log-landing, where in a listless and
half-hearted manner the loading crew
were piling logs on Pennington's log
glng trucks.
Bryce looked at his watch. It was
two o’clock; nt two:fifteen Penning
ton's locomotive would appear, to back
In and couple to the long line ot
trucks. And the train was only half
loaded.
“Where’s McTavish?" Bryce de
manded of the donkey-driver.
The man mouthed his quid, spat
copiously, wiped his mouth with the
hack of his hand, and pointed. “Up
at his shanty,” he made answer, and
grinned at Bryce knowingly.
Up through the camp’s single short
street, flanked on each side with the
woodsmen’s shanties, Bryce went. At
the most pretentious shanty on the
street Bryce turned in. He had never
seen it before, but he knew it to be
tlie woods-boss’s home, for unlike its
neighbors the house was painted with
tlie coarse red paint that is used on
box-cars, while a fence, made of fancy
pointed pickets paiuted white, inclosed
a tiny garden in front of the house.
As Bryce came through the gate,
young girl rose from where she knelt
in a bed of freshly transplanted
flakes,_______________------------------
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SUNOCO has revolutionized standards of lubri
cating values. It has demonstrated the vast difference
right lubrication makes in the operation of motor cars.

You will never know what a powerful, smooth
running, dependable engine is in your car until you
begin using Sunoco instead of just “oil.”
SUNOCO was developed for one definite purpose—
to provide a perfect engine lubricant for every car
made and to free motorists of the tremendous losses
through wasted power, fuel and repair bills—the fruits
of wrong lubrication.
SUNOCO—with its six distinct types and exclu
sive qualities—marks the dawn of a new lubrication—
a lubrication as accurate and efficient as science can
make it. When you buy Sunoco, you buy more than
just oil—you buy scientific lubrication. Sunoco also
includes three types of greases.

Ask your dealer for the right type
for your engine. Always carry
a ccn of Sunoco in your car,

ROCKLAND
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MOTOR QIL

glass oven
doors, are
used every

where.

JUIdOM 1NO(I

We have an interesting proposition to offer dealers and garages

SPRUCE HEAD
District Superintendent A. E. Luce
of Bargor preached a very able ser
mon in Union chapel Sunday which
was very mu< h enjoyed by thosr
present. He also held the fourtl
quarterly conference and the follow
ing officers and committees wen
elected: Trustees, M. W. Simmons
president. Freeman
Elwell, David
Mann, Edwin V. Shea, Mrs. Bertha
Elwell, Mrs. Mary Elwell; stewards
M. W. Simmons, Miss Helen Meser
vey, Mrs. Bertha Elwell. Miss Winnifred M. Grant, Mrs. Ella Cook, Mrs
Annie Burton, Mrs. Maude ShAa; sec
retary. W. M. Grant; district stew
ard, M. W. Simmons; reserve stew
ard, Mrs. Maude Shea; communion
steward. Mrs. Ella Simmons; custo
dian o? deeds and other legal papers
M. W. Simmons; Sunday school su
perintendent, Irvin R. Libby; presi
dent
Community Circle,
Rebecca
Carr: trier of appeals. M. W. Sim
mons. Committees: apportioned ben
evolences, Mrs. Maude Shea. Mrs. Annit Burton; auditing. W. M. Grant:
church musk*, Helen Meservey, ’ Mrs
Mary Elwell; Christian stewardship
Mrs. Annie Burton, Mrs. Maude Shea;
director of social and recreation, Ir
vin R. Libby, Mrs. Eugenia Godfrey.
The mill has shut down as they are
through sawing on that lot.
Albion G. (’addy has finished work
at the ship yard in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Maker and
daughters Vera and Muriel have, gone
to Medfield, Mass., where they have
employment
J. A. Williamson of Thomaston
spent the weekend with his sister,
Mrs. D. W. Mann.
Miss Helen Meservey is* serving’ as
janitor of the chapel
T he Community Circle met with
Mrs Eunice Elwell at the home of
lackson Snowdeal Wednesday.
, Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Whitlen have
been spendirg a few days with Capt.
and Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
Mrs Harold Harlow delightfully
entertained the Smai;t Set with mu
sic and delicious refreshmei ts. This
week they meet with Miss Helen Me
servey.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles II. Carr have
been visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. (’. E. Carr, and her sister, Mrs.
M. F. Post.
C. E. Carr and John Olson have re
turned to the U. S. C. G. after being
confThed to their homes by lameness.
Frink Wall has an abs ees in his
throat.
Elbert Burton’s infant daughter is
very ill and is attended by Dr. Lawrv.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Simmons en
tertained Rev. A. E. Luce and Rev. A.
E. Whitten Sunday evening.

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, ME.

020
MIL1.1KEN-T0ML1NS0N COMPANY.
Distributors, . Portland, Me.

Look, into it!
IF tea. or coffee drink

ing’ disturbs health or
comfort, switch to

STANT
TUM
There’s a big £ain

toward health, with con
venience, economy, and
no loss in satisfaction

GROCERS
AGENT

FOR

EDISON DIAMOND AM8ER0LA
PHONOGRAPH and RECORDS
All kinds

of lacking

Machines Repaired

MUSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
Violins Made

___ - «»----

COMPANY

DISTRIBUTORS

SOLD BY

_ 0 .9
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ROCKLAND, MAINE

improve-

Real Estate

in Motor Lubrication

Accept It

GREEN'S ISLAND
The warm weather we had last week
;eemed very springlike.
Bess, the pet dog of Mrs. Mary Noyes
»f Vinalhaven, who is spending the
vinter in Yonkers, N. Y.. is being cared
or at the lighthouse.
Bradford Bray and William Bartler
•ailed at the lighthouse last Sunday.
Relatives of Irene Harmon of J onesport were pleased to hear that she is
•ecovering from a severe attack of
neasles.

The Greatest Achievement

and Repaired

S
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EVERYWHERE

SELL POSTUM
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Postum. Cereal Company, Lis.
Battle Creek,Midi.
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UNION

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
No Inaugural Celebration
The Brindell Ca^p
President-elect Harding has prac
The trial of Robert I). Brindell, Pres
tically put an end to the discussions at ident of the Building Trades Council
Washington over the suitable amount of New York, on indictments charging
to he appropriated for the inauguration extortion and attempted extortion, has
ceremonies on the 4th of March by at last begun, after repeated but un
asking that there may he no inaugural successful attempts to secure a change
celebration at all. What he desires is of venue. The organization of which
simply to take the oath of office, de he is the head was formed for the pur
liver a brief Address, and then enter at pose of controlling building operations
once upon his new duties. Pomp and by making them impossil,«• for con
ceremony, parades and demonstrations tractors who could not or would not
are not at all to his taste; and he pay the large tribute exacted; and also
frankly told the committees concerned | of limiting work upon them to work
that his position would be a very un men who paid $10 each for the sohappy one if the outlay for an elabor called “privilege cards." The system
ate inaugural created the impression of meant a revenue of many thousands of
extravagance. These admonitions are dollars to those who administered it:
In entire keeping with Mr. Harding’s and it also meant a holdup of building
simplicity of character; and, disap at a time when the housing needs of
pointing though it may be to many the community were most acute. Sam
Washington residents to forego the uel Untermyer, the counsel of the
demonstrations usually attending in Lockwood committee which brought
auguration day, it cannot be denied these machinations to light, will be the
that tills is a good time to set an ex chief prosecutor in the trial.
• * • •
ample of simplicity and economy,
e • • •
American Troops To Be Withdrawn
It Is officially announced by the War
The Presidential Election
The total vote for President at the Department that the force of Ameri
November election, compiled from the can troops stationed at Coblenz as i
official tables of the various states, was part of tlie army of occupation is to be
16,141,629 for Harding, and 9,130,866 for reduced from 15,000 to 8,000. and it is
Cox,—a plurality of 7,001,763 for Hard considered probable that the entire
ing over Cox. The votes cast for other force will be withdrawn before long.
Presidential candidates made but a The reduction of this force has already
meagre showing. The Socialists had begun. It was stationed at Coblenz as
hoped for and predicted a vote of be a part of the Allied-army of occupa
tween 2,000.000 and 3.000.000 for their tion of German territory, to guard
candidate, Eugene Debs; but He polled against possible German violation of
only 914.869. Watkins, Prohibitionist, the peace terms. The cost of main
received 187.470; Christensen, Farmer- taining it is $75,000 a day. which, un
abor, 252,435; Cox. Socialist-Labor, der the terms of the armistice, is to be
42,950; Maculey, Single-Tax
5,747. paid by Germany. Whether Germany
Evidently, the attention of the voters will keep faith as to this condition of
of the country, men and women, -was the armistice remains to be seen; but
too concentrated upon the chief issues the total cost for a period of more than
and candidates to admit of much atten two years will be pretty large, and
tion to fads. The total popular vote Germany’s usual practie is to profess
was about 8,000,000 larger than in 1916 inability to meet the obligations im
—a difference largely accounted for by posed upon her.
the women voters.
The Austrian Government Gives Up
... *
The Entente Powers are confronted
The Regulation of Immigration
There are wide variations of opinion with a new and difficult problem by
the notice served upon them by the
in Congress as to the best method of
Austrian government January 12 that
regulating immigration. That there is
it is at the end of its resources, and no
sore need of some form of regulation is
longer in a position to continue. It
generalfy agreed.
Some favor the
fixed January 15 as the date on which
Johnson bill, which would exclude all
it must retire, and place the adminis
immigrants for one year. Some favor
tration of the country in the hands of
Senator Dillingham's proposal for a
the Reparations Commission. This ac
kind of selective admission which, it is
tion came as a surprise, although it
hoped, would shut out the “undesir
was known that the Austrian republic
ables” and admit immigrants who
would be of use in our industries, ani) was in a desperate condition.—the peo
ple suffering keenly from cold and hun
especially upon the farms: others
agree with Secretary of Labor Wilson ger, the paper currency so near to absoand Immigration Commissioner Wallis j lute worthlessness that the kronen is
quoted at only twenty-three one hun
that the true remedy is not in any
dredths of a cent, and the industries
form of direct exclusion, but in a
of the country paralyzed. Present con
thorough sifting of would-be immi
ditions strengthen the movement for
grants at the ports of embarkation, add
union with Germay; and that is some
a stiffened system of the vise of pass
thing which the Entente Powers would
ports. The present system passes out
be slow to consent to.
of existence automatically on the 1st
• • • •
of March, if nothing is done before that
Against the Air Mail Service

date. «

....
Wallace Withdrawn from the Council
of Ambassadors
Orders have been sent from Wash
ington. formally closing American par
ticipation in the work of the. Council
of Ambassadors at Paris; and Am
bassador Wallace has withdrawn ac
cordingly. So far as the deliberations
of thefCouncil have had to do with
questions relating to the armistice, the
presence of Ambafcsador Wallace was
not inappropriate; but these questions
have now been settled, and the United
States has no proper share in deter
mining the questions growing out of
the interpretation of the Peace Treaty
and Covenant, since it has not ac
cepted these. It would be undesirable
to have the policy bf the incoming ad
ministration in any way handicapped
by any promises or commitments by
the administration which goes out of
office in a few weeks.

The House of Representatives has
Stricken out of the Post Office appro
priation bill the item of a million and
a quarter of dollars for the mainten
ance of the air mail service. This ac
tion is due partly to -the prevailing
policy of retrenchment, and in part,
probably to the unsatisfactory working
of the experiment. Last summer, there
were repeated accidents in the service,
and aviator after aviator was dashed
to the ground, the machines wrecked,
and the aviator, in some instances,
burned to death. It was not until Oc
tober, after a number of such accidents,
that the Post Office Department or
dered an examination by experts, and
then it was found that the tragedies
W’ere the result of faulty construction
of the form of monoplane used, and a
defective gasoline feed system. With
these tragedies in mind, it is not
strange that the House was not enthu
siastic for continuing the transconti
nental air plane service.

Mrs. Ella Buy>ce, Mrs. Helen Williams.
| Miss Maud Pratt. Miss Carrie Sheriffs.
Miss Beatrix Flint, Mjss Carrie Colson.
Who Will Serve As House Nov. 2—Ralph Loring. Asa St. Clair,
Veazie, George Stewart. Fred
keepers At That Church Joe
Black. Henry Payson, Robert Steven
son. William Williams, Charles Syl
This Winter.
vester.
Nov. 16—Mrs. Nellie Bird. Mrs. MarThe Universalist Ladies Circle makes
announcement of the following house '(jaret Ames. Mrs. Lizzie Haines. Mrs.
keepers at the church circles for the Mabel Sherman. Mrs. Grace Daniels.
1 Mrs. Gertrude Payson. Mrs. Doris
balance of the season.
Bowley, Miss Augusta Maxey.
• • • •
Nov. 30—Mrs. Hester Holmes, Mrs.
Jane 26— Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs. Belle
Rose Smith. Mrs. Cora Kittredge; Mrs.
Thorndike. Mrs. Henrietta Cottrell,
Frances Bicknell .Mrs. Edna Porter,
Mrs. Carrie Flye, Mrs. Lillian McRae.
Miss .Lena Lawrence.
Miss Lena Miss Addie Holmes, Miss Jennie Trussell.
Thorndike.
Dec. 14—Mrs. Susie Davis, Mrs. Ad
Feb. 9— Mrs. Ada Mills. Mrs. Mary
Messer, Mrs. Martha Spear, Mrs. Mar die Lamb. Mrs. Helen Lamb. Mrs. Nel
lie Merrill, Miss Hattie Rankin, iliss
garet Benner, Mrs. Emma Crockett,
Mabel Lamb. Miss Gladys Jones.
Mrs. Martha Feeney. Mrs. Cora Wil
Dec. 28—Mrs. Ethel Campbell. Mrs.
liams.
Kate Studle.v. Mrs. Helen Jackson.
Men's Circle
Feb. 23—Edward Rerry, Nelson Mc Mrs Madeline Rhodes, Mrs. Lucia
Dougall, Melvin Wotton, William Tal Miles. Mrs. Florence Lamb, Mrs. Mil
bot, Dr. Burton Flanders. Harry Pratt. dred Norcross. Miss Martha Hall, Miss
Edward Veazie, Samuel Jenkins, Wal Theresa Rankin.

UNIVERSALIST LADIES

ter Burpee.
March 9—Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs.
Nina McCurdy. Mrs. Olivia Roberts.
Mrs. Mabel Rawson, Mrs. Choris Jen
kins. Mrs. Margaret Stevenson. Mrs.
Hattie Davies.
March 23—Mrs. Augusta Tibbetts,
Mrs. Gora Gardner, Mrs. Fannie Har
vey, Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs. Annie
Haskell, Mrs. Hattie Robbins, Mrs.
Henrietta Simmons. Miss Lucy Rhodes.
April —Mrs. Abbie Campbell, Mrs.
Annabelle Berry. Mrs. Lydia Gregory,
Mrs. Adelaide Butman, Mrs. Surah
Glover. Mrs. Alice Knight, Mrs. Ida
Maxey, Miss Ellen Cochran. Misjs
Josie Thorndike.
April 20—Mrs. Grach Black. Mrs.
Mabel McLoon, Mrs. Freda Smith. Mrs.
Nettle,Wotton. Mrs. Eva Hollier, Mrs.
Frederica Weeks. Mrs. Julia Burpee,
Mrs. Hazel Black, Miss Martha Cobb.
May' 4—Mrs. Mabel Stevens, Mrs.
Nora Wilde. Mrs. Hattie Prescott. Mrs.
Augusta Wright. Mrs. Helena Roberts,
Mrs. Ulsa St. Clair, Mrs. Beulah Tlrrell. M|ss Gladys Blethen.
May,'18—Mrs. Leola Wiggin, Mrs.
Caro McDougall. Mrs. Lottie Spear,
Mrs. Maude Glidden. Miss Alice Fuller,
Miss Myrtle Herrick, Miss Edith MacAlma nt
June J—H. Augustus Merrill, Leon
ard Campbell, Edward Payson. Harry
Gurdy. Walter Spear, Oliver Lovejoy,
William -Benner, Arthur Lamb, Albert
Thurston.
June 13—Parish Supper—Miss Maud
Pratt. Miss Myrtle Herrick, Mrs. An
nabelle Berry. Mrs. Florence Lovejoy,
Miss Ellen Cochran, Miss Flora Wisp,
Mrs. Ljdia Gregory. Mrs. Martha
Spear, Mrs. Caro McDougall.
Oct. 5—Mrs. Florence Thurston. Mrs.
Kate Veazie, Mrs. Mary Perry. Mrs.
Avis Palmer, Mrs. Eva Loring. Miss
Flora Wise, Miss Annie Greenhalgh.
Miss -Hope Greenhalgh, M’« Ada
Perry.
Oct. 19—Mrs. Emma Frohock. Mrs.
Cora Talbot. Mrs. Fannie Richardson,
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PRIZE BREAD AT BROCKTON
THE BREAD BAKING CONTEST IS A
FEATURE OF THE BIG BROCKTON FAIR
It is interesting to note that the First Prize Winner

year after year always Bakes in a Household Range.
The judgment of the practical American housewife

invariably awards first favor to Household Ranges.

IMPORTANT
DAIRY
BREEDING
MEETING AT UNION

On Tuesday evening, Jan. 18th, at
7.45, the third meeting of the Farmers'
Short Course on Dairying will he held
at the High School building. Prof. L.
S. Corbett, head of the Department of
Animal Industry at the University of
Maine, will lecture on The Improve
ment of Dairy Animals
Through
Breeding and Selection. No one can
afford to miss hearing Prof. Corbett
bilk on this very essential phase of
the dairy business; he has been maje
ing a long study of its problem. Every
body is welcome t so urge yourself and
your neighbors to attend.

THE FAR FIELDS
[For The Courier-Gazette]
The grass is starred with daisies in the Helds
of Eastinghain,
But that Is far, yes, very far from where I
toil today;
My brother toilers In the Held scarce know me
as I am,
And wonder why my thoughts should be so
Tar from them away.
They lighten tasks with jesting keen.—
While I must walk the miles between
The white Helds, the bright Helds, the fields
where I would stray.

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL

TALES OF THE SEA
Word has just, been received that
the new four-masted schooner Eliza
beth Freeman arrived at Buenos Ayres
last Wednesday after an unusually
rough passage of 87 days.
* * * *
The four-masted schooner Zebedee
E. (’liff, 1301 gross tons, recently
launched at East Boothbay, has taken
on cargo at Boston, and for her maiden
trip will go to Havana with full cargo
of building material for a sugar plantittion, including steel rails for a line
to connect the property with tidewater.
* * * *
It is a rare occurrence when a ves
sel launching takes place before the
specified time, but such was the case
it Boothbay Harbor on Saturday, when
he four-masted schooner Josiah B.
hase. which was billed to leave the
ways at 11 a. m. slid into the water 40
minutes ahead of time*to the great dis
appointment of hundreds of people
who were hurrying to the yard of the
Atlantic Coast Shipbuilding Co., and
who supposed they were in ample time.
The schooner has a gross tonnage of
1661, net 1515, and was built for Crow11 & Thurlow, of Boston.
She was
hristened by Miss Vivian Storer, of
Boothbay Harbor, is fully rigged, and
will be ready for sea in a few days.

* * * »

Johnson

Anodyne

“Cold In the Head*’
la an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh.
Those subject to frequent "colds in the
head" will find that tlie use of HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up the
System, cleanse the Blood and render
them less liable to colds. Repeated at
tacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to
Chronic Catarrh.
e
HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE Is
taken internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the Sysem. thus reducing the inllammation and
.'estoring normal conditions.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Liniment
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ROCKLAND

MY DOG BOWSER

The world knows not the beauties of this faroff Eastingham,
A place where peace and quiet and love have
reigned for aye:
A blessed spot that knoweth not the ^berness
and sham
That wins the race most rapidly when men
forget to pray
0 heart of mine! We long to go
To this beloved abode we know
The good and true, the fields we knew, where
happy children play.
-—Bernard Aubrey Pitman.
Union, Jan 2, 1921.

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Bowse** "a-s
nimblest dog
Tiiat ever ran a rare,
His «ms so quirk, liLs feet so fleet
And such au honsst face

My playmate he in every sport,
The minute I begin
He’s always ready for a race
And always sure to win

One fk’y He $fole my li.i and ran
Awa.v across the plait.
IIow loudly laughed a bjty and man
Who saw me rliysejn vain.

Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
•io every State in the Union and to
many foreign lands.

, So tired at*last I sat flic down
Cp.,11 the green grass plot.
When quick old Bowser turned about
And brought me bark my hat.
At home, abroad, where'er I go.
Old Bowser'S sure lobe-- .
There ne'er was a kinder dog
Than he has been to me
—-Stanley Walsh, aged 14
lockland. Jan 3.
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SUBSTANTIAL
with an enduring quality that suggests
dignity, simple outlines and massive
proportions characterize ■some of the
MONUMENTS OH HEADSTONES
we have designed recently.
If this syle wouldn't look well on
your lot, we can offer you a number
of other models that inolude more deli
cate columns, ornate traceries and
decorative effect?. Le. us know your
preference.

FRED S. MARCH

"JMSKt*1

The New Monumental Warerooms
Park Stn Cor. Brick.

Star, N. C.—“My monthly spells
Rave me so much trouble, sometimes
they would last two
weeks.
I was
treated by two doc
tors without relief
and they both said
I would have to have
an operation. I had
my trouble fouryears
and was unfit to do
anything, and had
given up all hope of
ever getting any
better. I read about
your medicine in the
‘Primitive Baptist’ paper and decided to
try it. I have used Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Liver Pills for about seven
months and now I am able to do my
work. I shall never forget your medi
cine and you may publish this if you
want to as it is true.”—Mrs. J. F.
Hursey, Star, N. C.
Here is another wogian who adds het
testimony to the many whose letters we
have already published, proving that
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound often restores health to suffering
women even after they have gone so far
that an operation is deemed advisable.
Therefore it will surely pay any v.oman
whe suffers from ailments peculiar to
her sex to give this good old fashioned
remedy a fair trial.

Rockland, Me

M UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS & SUNDAYS RY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 136
1-*

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Offlee I'oure: I to 3 end 7 to 9 P. M.
Reeldence until 9 A. M. end by ApeolntmeM
TELEPHONES: Reeidenoe. 41-4; Offiee, I4D.
33-tf

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 400 Main Street,' ROCKLAND. MAIN!
Office Hourt, until 9 1. m.; I to 4 A 7 to
a.
OFFICE TELEPHONE 160-W
Reeldence—Thorndike Haute. TEL. 020.

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduates
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

Hours 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenings 6:30 to 7.30
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
126 -tf

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
H,ur>: 9 to 12 A. M.: I to S F M.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 881-J.
Office "telephone 493-W.

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75

MAIN

STREET, THOMASTON

Office Hours—Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 to 9 p. m.
Telephone 141-3
3-tf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland for

Eastern Standard Time
Augusta, A§7.00a. in.. 17.30 a. in.ji.10 n. tn.
Bangor A§7.00a. ra.. t7.30a. in . tl.lOp. in.
Bath, A§7.00a.m., t7.30a.m., jl.10 p.m. Aj4.3C
p in., 14.35 p. m
Boston . A§7.00 a in . 17.30a. in.. 11 10 p.m.
Brunswick, §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. til . fl.10 p. tn.,
11.35 p. m
Lewiston, A§7.00 a m.. |7.3O a m.. 11.10 p m.
New York, 14.35 p ni.

Portland.A§7.00a. m , 17.30a. in., |1 10 /». m.,

14.35 p ni.
Waterville. A§7 00 a. m 17 30 a. m . 11.10 p. in.
Woolwich. §7.00 a ;n , 17.30 a.m. 11.T0p.tn
§4.30? m., t4.35 p in.
5Sunday only,
t Daily .except Sunday.
A Passengers provide owe i ferriage ktwi-n Wool
wicb aud Bath

D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
B-20-20 V.P & Gen i Mgr. Gea 1 Passenger Agt

Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.
for Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington
and Swan’s Island.
Returning, leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a.
m. for Stonington. North Haven, Vinal
haven and Rockland.
•
W. S. WHITE. Gen. Mgr.

SMALLEY’S
AUTO SERVICE
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN

Estate of John W. Martin
NOTICE

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
December 21, 1920, be was appointed executor
f the last will aud testament of John W
Martin, late of Appleton, in the County of
Knox, deceased, and on Dec. 21, 1920, was
qualified to fill said trust by giving bond as
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF CREDITORS .he law directs.
All persons having demands against
the
In the District Court of tfir United States tor estate are desired to present the same for set
the District of Maine.
lenient,
and
all
indebted
-thereto
are
required
Northern Division
.o make payment immediately to
bi the inJiDer of S E & H. L. Shepherd Co.
ALBERT H MOODY.
(aa corporation).
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy
It F I). No. 1, Union, Maine.
corj
To the
the Creditors of 8 E &*II. L. Shepherd
Jan. 12. 1921
Jan 15-22-29
To
Co. (a corporation) of Rockport, in the County
of Knox, and District aforesaid. Bankrupt :
Estate of Julia A. Collins
You are hereby notified that on the 8th day
STATE Of MAI\E
of .Iniiuar.' . 1021, the said S E. & H. L Shep Knox, ss
herd Co
(a corporation) was duly adjudi
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
cated bankrupt, and that the First Meeting of for said County of Knox in vacation on the
iis Creditors "ill be held at the office of the JOth day of December, in the year of >ui Lord
Probate C°urt in Rockland, in said County and one thousand nine hundred and twenty
District, <>n l'I|e 27th day of January, 1921. at
A Certain t Instrument, purporting to be the
nine o’clock in the forenoon, at which time last Will anp Testament of Julia A Coll
and place the said Creditors may attend, prove late of It ’kport, in said County, having l-een
their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine the presented for probate, and application bavin
Hauknqit. and transact such other business as been made that no bond be required of the
may properly come before said Meeting
executor named ill the will,
1
Hill V 17
4COV
JOHN
It. V
MASON.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
Hefeiee in Bankruptcy.
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Jan
12.
1921
Bangor,
Order to he published three weeks successive!.'
in Tlie Courier-Gazette. a newspaper published
it Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
FRANK H. INGRAHAM pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland,
m and for said County, on tlie 18th day of
January. A D 1921. at nine o'clock in the
Attorney at Law
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, why
flic prayer of tlie petitioner should not be
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
granted.
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
OSCAR H EMERY, Judge of Probate
falaohona*—Office. 468. House. 603-W. 62-tl A true copy—Attest
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
1ST

When digestion is (rood
ainl the body is properly
nourished,
the iiervesl
seldom give trouble. But|
if the stomach, liver,
kidneys or bowels be
come deranged, the
nerves are sure to be af
fected.
You know the
symptoms — depression,
irritability, loss of sleep;
poor circulation, head
ache and a hundred
ether Storms of “mis
ery.” Constipation fre
quently exists and then
there is real danger.
Don’t delay a day hut
begin
at
once with
small doses of the pure
“L, I\” Atwood Medi
cine. Improvement will
bo steady and perma
nent if you follow direc
tions faithfully. Satis
faction or money back.
“L. F. ” Medicine Co.
Portland, XIaino.

Hope Nearly Gone, but Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Saved Her

The trees bend to the breezes in the woods of
Eastinghain,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
The little birds sing on each branch and
many a budding spray,
ff
While in the hillside pasture the lamb frisks
Steamboat Co.
round its dam.
And all the world in that one spot rejoices
in the May.
My brothers in their careless ease
The direct route between
Seem well content, and quick to please ;
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN
But 1. because my heart is there, the bitter
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HALT AND
price must pay.
SWAN’S ISLAND

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.—L. MARCUS

An important meeting was held at
Washington last week, which was at
tended by 50 representatives of wood
en ship building yards from all sec
tions of the country (Maine being rep
resented) who bad claims against the
Shipping Board for losses alleged to
have been sustained by the curtailment
of contracts for building of Ferris type
steamers and barges for the • Emer
gency Fleet Corporation.
It is un
derstood that they offered to com
promise their claims amounting to
$15,000,000 for $5,000,000. the latter
amount being what they claimed to be
actually out of pocket. General Coun
sel Huyzer of the Shipping Board, says
the decision reached last week by the
C. S. Supreme Court that employees
of the Shipping Board Emergency Fleet
Corporation are not agents of the gov
ernment and cannot be proceeded
against &n this ground, does not affect
Officers
the status of the Fleet Corporation it
President—Miss Maude Pratt.
self, he still holding that the Fleet
Vice Presidents—Miss Myrtle Her Corporation cannot lie sued.
rick, Mrs. Annabelle Berry, Mrs. Flor
ence Lovejoy.
Secretary—Miss Ellen Cochran.'
Treasurer—Miss Fora Wise.
Over 100 years
Executive Committee - Mrs. Lydia
Gregory. Mrs. Martha Spear, Mrs.
ago, Dr. Johnson originated
Caro McDougall.
his famous household medi
Music Committee—Mrs.
Augusta
Tibbetts, Mrs. Gertrude Tibbetts, Miss
cine,—still •
Alice Fuller.
Membership Committee—Miss Car
The old reliable
rie Barnard, Mrs. Julia Gurdy, Mrs.
Grace Daniels.
in thousands of homes for
Flower Committee—Mrs. Annabelle
coughs, colds, sore throats,
Berry, Miss Jennie Trussed.
cramps, chills, sprains,
Chairman of Fair—Mrs. Mary Mes
ser, Mrs. Martha Feeney.
•
strains, and many other
Housekeeping Committee—Mrs. Ada
INTERNAL aa<l EXTERNAL
Mills. Mrs. Abbie I'umphcll, Miss Ellen
aches and ills,—grippe and
Cochran.
influenza.
President's
Helpers—Mrs. Nettie
Wotton. Miss Mabel Lamb, Mrs. Ruth
Bird, Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs. Mabel
’s
Sherman, Mrs. Florence Lovejoy, Mrs.
Fannie Harvey. Mrs. Leola Wiggin,
Mrs. Grace Daniels, Mrs. Cora Talbot.

L W. BENNER
—Dealer in—
AD Kinds of Real Estate
North Main St., Rocklanc1

The officers of Orient Cha liter. O.
E. S„ were installed Jan. 8 hy Mrs.
Euda Lerinond, Past D. D. G. M. The
fnllutying officers
were
installed:
W< rthy Matron, Mrs. Grace McFar
land; Worthy Patron, Charles McFar
land; Associate Patron. Mrs. Nancy
Ayer; secretary, Mrs. Nannie Burds;
treasurer. Walter Ayer; conductor.
Miss Ida Hughes; associate-conductor.
Mrs. Alice Robbins; Ada. Mrs. Lydia
Layr; Ruth. Mrs. Arial Ames; Esther.
Mrs. Ethel Cargill: Martha, Mrs.
Carolyn Williams; Electa. Mrs. Bessie
Lewis; Chaplain, Mrs. Laura Miller;
Marshall, Mrs. Alice Williams; Organ
ist. Mrs. Carrie Antes; Warden, Mrs.
Electa Lewis: Sentinel. It. Bronm.
Supper was served to a large gather
ing of brother Masons, their families
and guests.
On Jan. 1st a few relatives and
friends met at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. T..Burgess to help them ob
serve their 40th wedding anniversary.
Although intended as a surprise a cor
dial welcome was eaxtended. A de
licious picnic dinner was served and
a pleasant day enjoyed by all. Those
present for the occasion were: Mrs.
Mary Brown. Mrs. Sadie Burgess. (
T. Burgess, Mrs. Abbie Burgess, Mrs.
Eva Sayward, Miss Eda Sayward, Mrs.
Lydia Layr and Mrs. Sophia Shepard

WOMAN AVOIDS Professional EBusiness Can;.
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
AN OPERATION Osteopathic Physicians

AND BELFAST
Making two tr»ps daily, leaving Hotel
Rockland, calling at the Thorndike Hotel at
7:00 A. M. and 12:30 Noon.
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast at 10:3b
A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
Service will continue as long as the auto
can get through.
145 tf

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Office, 266 Main Street

Office Hours:

Rockland, Me.

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.

126-lf

DR. A. W. FOSS
II BM,k Strool

ROCKLAND. MAINE
OFFICE HOURS: 1:00 to 3:00; 7:N to
TELEPHONE M3
13-13

t:M

G E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
General Medicine
35 Limerock Street
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.

TELEPHONE 473

Hn*.Mch20

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician and X-Ray Operatot
OFFICE, 13 Booth Stroot, ROCKLAND
OFFICE HOURS: Until S A. a.
1:00 to 3:00 and 7:00 to 0:00 ff. ■.
TELEPHONE 712
«l-tf

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, 8urg,«n

—ond—
X-RAY Operator
<1 SUMMER STREET, R0CKLABM
TELEPHONE 123
aa.tt.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA Utrolqhtonln, tooth)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEGE
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Spear Block............. Foot of Park Street
Office Hours: 9 to 12; I to 5. TEL. 743-M.

DR. LAWRY
13 Oak BtroM

HOURS:
Until 9:00 a. a.
2 to 4 a. n ; 7 to , h.

ROCKLAND, Nt.

(
TELEPHONE 171

Estate of George C. Estabrook
STATE OF MAINE
OR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
Knnx, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
Dentist
for said County of Knox in vacation on the
twenty-ninth day of December A D. 1920
4M
MAIN
STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAIDS
Jarvis C. Perry, of said Rockland, administra
tor de bonis non, with the will annexed, of the
Opposite Thorndike Hotel
estate of George (’. Es'.ahrook, late of said Rock
laud, deceased,having presented his petition tiiat X-RAY tad DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT
B5-tf
he actual market value of s» much of the
estate of said George C. Estabrook, bite of
Rockbind, in said County of Knox, as is sub
ject to the payment of the State Inheritance Tax DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Tax, the persons interested in tlie succession
thereto, and the amount of the tax thereon may
Dentist
l c dcie;mine I Ity tlie Judge of Probftte
Ordered, 'I'ba: notice thereof be given to Un
407 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND. ML
State Assessors and ail persons interested in
tlie succession, to said property, hy causing a
Afcove Huston-Tuttle Book Store
<-<ipy of this Order to t»e published once a week,
three weeks successively, in The Courier -Gazette, Phone 495-M. Office Hours: 9 to 12 and I to V
• nwspaper published a< Rockland, in said
County, that they may appear at a Probate
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.
Court to he held at Kockand, in and for said
County, on the eighteenth day of January, A D. JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
1921, at nine o’eock in the forenoon, and he
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY '
heard in reference to the determination of said
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
tax
or any < estion that may arise in refer
Estate of Ernestine S. Stevens
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
cine thereto.
NOTICE
OSCAR II EMERY, Judge of P-ohate.
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
The subscriber hereby giies notice that on A true copy Attest :
LARGING.
\'o\ember 18. 1920, lie was duly appointed a<l
1S7
HENRY II PAYSON, Register.
370 Main St, Rockland, Me.
Uiinlstrator of the estate of Ernestine S Stevens,
late ot Rockland, in the County of Knox, de
Estate of Emma C. Litchfield
ceased, and on Dec. 21, was qualified to fill said
NOTICE
trust by giving l>ond as the law directs.
PAUL M. STEVENS
The stilwcrlber hereby gives notice that on
All persons having demands against the
Dei’emher 21st, 1926, he was duly appointed
estate are desired to present tlie same for set
Public Accountant
dement, and all indebted therein are required executor of the last, will and testament
Emma C Litchfield, late of Rockland, in the
:o make payment immediately to
Audits
CLYDE E STEVENS,
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as the
Systems
will directs, and on this date was qualified to
•
Brunswick. Maine
illl s.iid trust.
Dec 21. 1920
Dec 3<»-Jsn 6-13
Federal Income Tax Reports
All persons having demands against
the
Rockland, Me.
156*12
Tel. 290
•stale are desired to present, the same tor set
Estate of Clara T. Spear
tlenient, and all indebted thereto are required
NOTICE
10
make
payment
immediately
to
me
or
Frank
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that
December 21, 1920, lie was dub appointed ad 11 Ingraham of Rockland, Maine, my legally
minis: ra tor of the estate of Clara T. Spear appointed agent for .Maine
HARRY J SHAW,
MAGIC WATER
late of Union, in tlie County Mif Knox, decease i
111 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
and on this (late was qualified to till said trust
Dec
21,
1926.
Dec. 30-Jan 6-13
i»\ giving bond as tlie law directs
1r sonrt for wash
All persons having demands against tlie
Estate of Oliver M. Vina*
■state are desired to present the same for set
ing clothes, and
dement, and all indebted thereto are required
NOTICE
will remove mil
o make payment immediately to
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
FRED A SPEAR.
December 24, 1926. he was duly appoinied ad
dew, iron rust.
Union, Maine.
ministrutor de bonis non of the estate not al
Dee 21. 1920.
Dec. 30 Jan 6-13
ready administered of Oliver .M. Vina I, late of
Ink, grease and
Thoinastoh, in Hie County of Knox, deceased,
fruit stains from
Estate of Catherine Whitehouse
and on this date was qualified to tl’.l said trust
NOTICE
by giving bond as tlie law directs
the finest fabrics
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Ail persons having demands against tli<
December 21, 1920. be was duly apjioirtted ad ostafe are desired to present tlie same for set
without injur) if
ministrator of the estaite of Catherine White dement, aud ail indebted thereto are rquired
used according to
bouse, bite of St. George, in the Coumy of to make payment immediately Io
Knox, deceased, without bond as tlie law di
WALTER H BUTLER.
direotloo.
rects, aud on this date was qualified to till
Rockland, Maine
said trust
Dec 21. 1920
Jan 18-1."i
All persons having demands against, the
It Will Also
estate are desired to present tlie same for set
Estate of Nellie S. Clifford
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
NOTICE
Remove
:o make payment immediately to
The subscriber hereby gives, notice that on
LOUIS K A WHITEHOUSE.
December 21. 1926, lie w.is duly uppoiuted ad
Tenant’s Harbor, Maine.
all stslni
from
ministrator with the will annexed ot tlie estate
Dec 21. 1920.
Dec. 30-Jan 6-13
of Nellie S Clifford, late of Rocklatul. in the
bith tubs, lav.i
Ci'Uiity of Knox, deceased, without Inuid as the
Estate of Elizabeth H. Ingraham
law direels, amt on this dale was qualified to
NOTICE
t o r 1 e «, closets
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on fill said trust
sinks, floors, etc
All pers'ins having demands against the
December 7, 1920 lie was duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Elizabeth H Ingra estate are desired ^present the same for set
Manufactures by
ham, late of Rockland, in the County of Knox, (lenient, and all indebted thereto are required
deceased, and oil this date was qualified to Jill to make payment immediately to
the
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
E T CLIFFORD.
All persons having demands against tlie
Winthrop, Maine
estate are desired to present tlie same for set
Dec 21, 1920.
Dec. 36 Jen. 6-13
MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
to make pavment imme«liatcly to
Estate of John Alfred Broberg
FRANK H INGRAHAM.
L ocal Dealers
Knox County In Court of •Probate held at
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland in vacation on the 31st day of Decem
COBB'S, INC.; JAMESON
BEV
Dee 21. 1920.
Dec. 30 Jan 6-13
ber. A. I). 1920
ERAGE, HALL i MELVIN; LAREstate of Hannah Brewster McNeil
Frank H Ingraham, Public Administrator on
NOTICE
the estate of John Alfred Broberg, late of VlnalRABEE&DODGE; O. S. DUNCAN;
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on hn'en, in said County, deceased, Inning present
December 21, 1920, lie was duly appointed ex ed liis Hist account of adniinisliation of said
F. O. HASKELL; E. C. PATTER
ecutor of tlie last will and testament of Hannah estate for allowance.
SON, WEBBER’S MARKET «nd E.
Brewster McNeil, late of Rockland, in the
Ordered, Thai notice thereof lie given, once
County of Knox, deceased, wltlrout bond as a week, three weeks successivly, in Tlie CourierB. SPEAR. Rockland. A. J. LINEthe will directs, and on this date was qualified Gazette, a newspaper published in Rockland, in
to fill said trust.
said County, that all persons Interested may at
KEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomas
AH persons having demands against the tend at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
ton.
A. W.
HOOPER, F. S.
estate are desired to present tlie same tor set land, on the eighteenth day of January, next
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required and show cause, if any they have, why the said
SEAVEY and L. B. ANTHONY,
to make payment immediately to
aocouut should not be allowed
LUKE It BREWSTER.
OSCAR H EMERY, Judge.
Port Clyde.
Rockland Maine.
A true copy Attest :

A

Dec' 21, 1920.

Dec. 30 Jan 6-13

1S4 7

HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

Page Six
THOMASTON
Rev. Maurice Dunbar will preach at
the Baptist church rtext Sunday.
Alvin A. Demmons died Friday
morning after a brief illness at the
home of his son. Percy Demmons. Pri
vate service will be held from the late
home Sunday and the remains will be
taken to East Machias Monday.
Hollis A. Demmons of Ellsworth is
in town called by the death of his
father, Alvin A. Demmons.
Mrs. John E. Walker was in Bath
Wednesday to attend the funeral of a
life long friend, the late Mrs. Myra
E. Rogers.
Mrs. Sidney Burton has returned
fwm Belfast where she was called by
the illness of her mother.
Harold A. Gleason left this morning
for Boston on a business trip.
Walter Lenfest of Bath is spending
the weekend with relatives in town. '
Charles Shorey has returned from a
business trip to Boston.
Miss Marion Starrett is spending the
'weekend with Miss Belle Orne in Cush
ing.
Mrs. Clarence Robinson entertained
the Weekend Club Thursday afternoon
and evening. A delicious supper was
served and whist was enjoyed in the
evening, Mrs. Nellie McCoy registering
the highest score.
Several Pythian Sisters attended the
installation in Rocklarjd Wednesday,
enjoying the tine supper at 6 o’clock
and the very interesting program that
followed.
Mrs. Dora Wotton of Cushing is
spending a few’ days with her daughter.
Alt's. Isaac Davis.
Mrs. Edgar Crawford has been
spending several days with relatives
in town.
Mrs. Earle Starrett
entertained
friends from Rockland Wednesday
evening at her home, a chafing dish
lunih being daintily served and the
evening made an especially merry one.
There will be no preaching service
sit the Methodist church Sunday morn
ing. Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Hoyt left
this morning for Boston where Mrs.
Hoyt w’ill undergo an operation at the
Deaconess Hospital, Pilgrim Road.
They were accompanied by Mrs. Rob
erts, a nurse from Silsby Hospital, who
has been with Mrs. Hoyt this week.
Miss Hortense Wilson received a tel
egram from her brother. Ross L. ,Wil
son. who is first officer on S. S. Ken
tuckian, saying they arrived at New
York. Wednesday morning from Alex
andria, Egypt.

■ • • •

At Watts hall next Monday evening
at 8 o’clock, under auspices of the
Methodist Brotherhood. Edw’ard Brig
ham, basso profundo and reader, will
appear in a song and dramatic recital
of high order, that should attract a
large audience.
Tickets
can be
-checked at McDonald’s, beginning to
day (Saturday.) This is the attractive
program:
.
The Ash Grove,
Welsh Folk Song
Teresita Mia,
Pyrenean Melody
By the Waters of Minnetonka (Indian melody,
Lieura nee
Invocation to the Sun God (Indian Melody), .
Troyer
KecHatlons
A Spanish Anecdote.
Lord Houghton
Christ’s Smile,
Edward Brigham
Tlie Bells,
Edgar Allan Poe
Recitations with Music
Laugh and the World Laughs With You,
Wilcox
Poem b.v Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Music by D'Auvergne Barnard
Not Understood.
Poem by Thomas Brackeh
Music by D’Auvergne Barnard
Songs
Angelus.
Komilli
Trado Winds,
Keel
Alone.
•
Bagby
The Erlking,
Schubert

Recitations

The House by the Side of the Road.
Sam Walter Foss
Makin’ Believe,
Joseph ('. Lincoln
Fishing,
Grace S Field
Bill Mason's Bride,
Bret Ha lie
Boots,
Kipling
Recitation with Music
The Story of the Faithful Soul.
I’oeni b.v Adelaide Proctor
Music b.v E S Bemheim
Sengs
Tis Me, O Lord (Negro Spiritual),
Burleigh
Smilin’ Through.
Penn
Song »of Liberty (“I Puritani"),
Bellini

• « • •
Mrs. Katherine Bucklin left Friday
for Providence, where she will spend
a few days with Mr Bucklin, who is
chief engineer of the ship Harvester.
Miss Goldie Young of Boston is in
town, called by the critical illness of
her father. Scott Young.
Arcana Lodge K. of P. has elected
officers as follow’s for the current term:
C. C.. S. R. Cushing; V. C.. W. J. Spear :
P., Ernest Gray; M. W., Fred Fernald:
M. E., E. C. Andrews; M. F., Earl
Woodcock; K. of R. and S., E. O’B.
Burgess; M. A., Ralph Richards; I. G.,
Rodney Jordan; O. G., Leon Haupt.
The board will be installed next Wed
nesday evening by Curtis Starrett, D.
G. C., public to the knights and ladies.
Arcana is great on entertaining and

UNION THEATRE
THOMASTON

MOTION PICTURES
—EVERY—

TUESDAY and FRIDAY
EVENINGS
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 18
VIVIAN MARTIN
—IN—
“THIRD KISS”
And a

GOOD COMEDY
1-8 & T

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
Thomaston

Stock Taking Sale
A FEW OF THE ARTICLES—Chil
dren's Caps, Toques, Wool Mittens,
Gloves, Jersey Bloomers.
Ladies’
Petticoats, Sateen, Chambray and
Outing Bloomers, Spats.
Just a few
prices.

left at closing out

Pillsbury’s Portraits
Appointments Daily 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Enlargements, Framing and
Pictures Colored
PHONE 33-11

W. P. STRONG
Watchmaker and Jeweler

Real Hand Painted China
THOMASTON, MAINE

Tues.-Sat.

Every-Other-Dajf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 15, 1921.
this occasion will not fall behind any
that have preceded it.
It any reader can name the year in
which the Thomaston ship Rochambeau, Capt. Robert R. Snow, was lost,
will he kirdly telephone the informa
tion to The Courier-Gazette office?
The ship sailed from Liverpool about
the mid-60’s and never was heard
from.
• * • •

phia, and a sister. Miss Stella Derry
of Camden, and in their sudden and
deep bereavement, they are assured
of the heartfelt sympathy of the comm unity. The funeral will be held on
Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, cor
ducted by Rev. T. M. Griffiths.

f
>
!
i

EVERYBODY’S OUHMN

Obituary.

Advertisement? in this column not to exceed
three lines insetted once for 23 cents. 4 times
for 5Q cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
fo- ,one time, 10 cents 4 times
Six words
make a line.

CAPT. WILLIAM O. STEELE

Tile death late Thursday afternoon
ROCKPORT
of Capt. William (I. Steele, marked the
Ltit and Found
passing of another widely known sur
FOUND
—
In our store 9c Day, pair woolen
Mrs. E. John Erickson left Thursday
High School Notes
gloves: pkg remnants; silk scarf; sh’r* w-i s’;
vivor of fhe Civil War. .He was not
hosiery. Owner can have by calling. FULLER*
the to visit her son. Lenart Erickson, in
“Flow Gently Sweet Afton"
Winterport and later will go to Matta- only a past commander of Edwin
COBB-DAVIS
7-lt
popular song at present.
FOUND—A sum of money on Winter street.
A meeting of the editorial staff of wamkeag where she will be the guest Libby Post, G. A. R„ but hud been
Owner can have same b.v calling at 19 PINK
the “Sea Breeze" Monday has put it of her daughter, Mrs. Stanley Ireland. president of the Regimental Associa
STREET, and proving pfoperty
5*8
Capt. Allison Pierson has returned tion which holds its annual meetings in
in running order. If all plans work
from
the
Knox
General
Hospital
Rock

this
city,
and
at
the
time
of
his
death
well it will he the best paper yet pub
Wanted
lished. New cuts will add greatly and land, and is recovering from his recent was one of its vice presidents. He was
one of the foremost Grand . Army
he pictures will be an interesting Vhjury.
WANTED
A
few
customers for milk. Write
Willington Clark is confined to his workers in this city, and Edwin Libby
feature.
ALL-STAR CAST PRESENTS
C W. LEK, 283 Limerock
, or tall 767-W.
home
on
Beech
street
by
illness.
Post
owes
not
a
little
of
its
successful
7-tf
Interior decorating study holds sway
Mrs.
William
Price
was
in
Rockland
career
to
his
personal
efforts.
in drawing class. Mechanical drawing
WANTED
Will
pay
spot
cash
for
stock
of
Capt. Steele was born in Addison.
“WHILE
has been picked by several and work Thursday to attend the funeral of her
goods, grocery or general store. Address BOX
cousin,
Ernest
Leroy
Barlow,
and
ac

Jan.
26.
1846.
The
powerful
stature
H,
Rockland
7*18
will start soon.
NEW YORK
With the interest that other towns companied the remains to.Appleton for which he attained with manhood, was
WANTED -Middle aged woman for house
so marked in youth that on Oct. 25.
'
SLEEPS’’
are showing in basketball it is an out interment.
work: 2 in family 'IKS RICHARD S. SMITH,
The
Twentieth
Century
Club
held
an
1861.
while
still
15
years,
of
age.
he
was
Ingraham
Hill. Tel 427-M.
7-tf
rage that no facilities are provided for
Thomaston. When letters come front open meeting Thursday evening at the able to out-manoeuver the keen-eyed
Do
you
want
to
see
the
New
York
sky-line,
the
Gay
White
Way,
WANTED
10
female
shaggy
cats,
at
once.
A. R. hall, at which a large number recruiting officers and enlist in the
all around it’s refusing a great enjoy
Highest prices paid JOHN S. KANLKTT. Rocltthe Midnight Frolic beauty girls, the world-famous Dolores, the Brook
of
members
and
guests
were
present.
Army,
lie
was
assigned
to
Co.
D.
2d
Kockville,
Me
Tel.
352-14
6-tf
ment when we can’t accept games. We
lyn Bridge, the famous New Ycrk police boat in action, the millionaires'
delicious supper was served at 6.30 F. S. Sharpshooters, which became
are young only once. Chances are if
the pastry
homes, East River? You’ll see thorn all. “WHILE NEW YORK
WANTED—-Woman to work
which was in charge of the supper better known in history's pages us Ber6-tf
you were in school you would enjoy
kitchen. THORNDIKE HOTEL.
SLEEPS” will thrill and amaze you as no other picture has done
committee
consisting
of
Mrs.
Minetta
d/tn's
Sharpshooters.
He
was
dis

athletics too. Imagine how you would
WANTED—.Motorcycle with side car: must
Paul.
Mrs.
Mabel
Withee
and
Mrs.
charged
Dec.
16.
1862.
for
disability,
feel cut off from beneficial enjoyment!
be in good rtinniiig condition. J. SHIELDS,
Weekly Review : Educational : “The Big Show”
12 Brick street.
5*8
Music class held special joy for Alice Gardner. They were assisted in while at Haretvood Hospital, Washing
seining
by
Mrs.
Frances
Carleton,
Mrs.
ton.
D.
C.
music lovers when an anonymous prose
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Ap
Josephine
Wooster
and
Mrs.
Blanche
Matinee,
17
and
22
cents?
Evening,
28
and
39
cents
After
convalescing
he
became
pilot
ply to MRS E U. DAVIS. Fuller- Cobb-Da vis.
poem. "I Am Music.” was read by Miss
7-tf
INCLUDING TAX
Ruggles. The Statement that the fes Spear. The menu consisted of creamed on the steamer City of Richmond, run
hicken,
mashed
potato,
hot
rolls,
cel

ning
between
Rockland
and
St.
John.
WANTED -Agents make $75 weekly selling
tival will be at Oakland was corrected.
ery, jelly, fruit salad, cake and coffee. He nlso commanded coasting vessels
guaranteed hosiery. We guarantee $36 weekly
The place has not yet been decided
full lime: 75c an hour spare time Experience
The following program for the evening out of this port for a number of years.
upon.
unnecessary.
PKRFELTWEAR
HOSIERY,
Darbyt Pa.
7*1.
At a meeting yesterday of the base was arranged and presented by Mrs. He left the sea to take charge of lime
Minnie
Talbot
and
her
daughters.
Mar

stevedoring.
A
giant
in
stature,
he
ball league for 1921, Lewis Sturtevant,
WANTED Second hand baby carriage Must
be in good condition, and a bargain
TELE
principal of Thomaston High, was garet and Augusta Talbot of Camden: was also a giant in strength, and oldAugusta
Talbot,
(Violin)
Hungarian
PHONE
755-W.
5*8
timers
on
the
waterfront
recall
inter

elected president. Rockport joins the
Poems
by
Hubay
and
Spanish
Dance
esting
stories
of
his
prowess.
His
last
WANTED To buy sloop with power. 25 to
league. No post graduates will play
by Kreisler; Mrs. Talbot. (Voice) Deep active work was as wharfman for the
35 feet long
EDW. WHITE. 13 Condon St..
on the teams this year. All ready for
Belfast. Me
4*11
good baseball year w’ith Stivi for River by H. F. Burleigh and J'ommy Maine Central Railroad. This he was
Lad by Edward Teachemacher and E. obliged to relinquish last October, since
WANTED -Second hand sails. Highest prices
our leader.
paid for heavy or light sails. \V. F. TIB
J. Margetson; Song with violin obli which time his decine had been very
It is interesting to note that from a
BETTS. Sailmaker, 61 Front Street. Tel. resi
gato. Ecstasy by Mrs. H. H. A. Beach: rapid. During the last two weeks he
dence 775-W
8'J-tf
class of 22 one-half are planning col
:
:
:
TODAY
:
:
:
WANTED—Cliefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
lege careers. The various goals set Misses Augusta Talbot and Margaret had suffered indescribably, and the end
Talbot.
Gypsy
Dance
by
Xachez
and
was
a
blessed
release.
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
are medicine, pedagogy.
theology,
The weekend programs are always popular. Be
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
A bluff exterior but thinly masked
music, agriculture, electrical engineer Viennese Popular Song by Krelslerf
12 and 2 and 6 and 7. .MRS. HAWiLEY, 780
Mrs.
Talbot
and
Margaret
Talbot
one
of
the
most
generous
hearted
of
hold
this
quartet
of
attractions
—
ing and business courses.
Teaching
High St.. Bath, Me. Tel. 725
100-tf
seems to be the greatest desire. Bates, (Voices) Little Grey Home in the West men. His home was marked by the
WANTED Men or women to take orders
by Hermann Lohr.
Philosophy by utmost hospitality and even strangers
among friends and neighliors for the genuine
U. of M., B. U. and Portland Business
OLIVE THOMAS
David Emmeil and Fiddle and I by were not permitted to depart’without
guaranteed hosiery, full line for men. women
College have been picked.
and children
Eliminates darning. We pa.v
Arthur
Goodeve,
song
with
obligato.
sharing
in
it.
He
was
a
lifelong
Demo

-inWonder if the facts of the Harvard
75o an hour spare time or $36 a week for full
Mrs. Talbot has a rich contralto voice crat, and loyalty to his party never
time. Experience unnecessary Write INTER
fund are well enough known to the
NATIONAL STOCKING MILLS, Norristown.
THE FLAPPER
town’s young people to make it a mo and her selections were well chosen wavered. Capt. Steele is survived by
l‘a.
4831*
Miss 'Au- his wife, formerly Aida M. Kalloch; one
tive for their increased ideas of col and beautifully rendered.
uslto Talbot is a violinist of unusual daughter, Mrs. Frank Keizer; and one
WANTED—Clerks (men. women), over 17, for
lege ?
Postal M«iil Service, $130 month
Examina
ILLITERATE DIGEST : : : OUTING CHESTER
The various groups will soon be pos ability, and played several difficult se brother, Eugene Steele, a retired bus
tions January. Experience unnecessary. For
free particulars write J LEONARD, (former
ing for “Jack" Pillsbury and we hope lections with wonderful facility. Miss iness man in San Francisco, who was
Civil Service Examiner). 1057 Equitable Bldg,
and “THE HAREM”
for good luck with the pictures. Margaret Talbot the accompanist of supposed to be dead until he came here
WaAlilngton, D C.
4*7
Jack’s” new camera we understand is the evening showed much skill and in a few years ago.
response to encores several numbers
WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens High
Funeral services will be held at 66
fully insured.
est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM. North
Robert Creighton has consented to were given. The entire program was Rankin street Sunday afternoon at 2
Haven. Me.
155*38
stage and coach a play for the Thom delightful, and the club is to be o'clock. Chaplain E. W. Webber offi little nephew, Richard Anderson, to
WANTED
—
25
male
shaggy
cats
and
kittens.
congratulated
on
its
excellent
supper
ciating.
Miscellaneous
aston High School. Work will start
Will pay highest prices. Write or telephone
hom she was much attached.
352-14. JOHN S. RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
immediately and a good play is sure to and pleasing program.
NOTICE -On accuunt of family differences.
Mr. Raekliffe's mother, sister and
154-tf
4. s. McIntosh
result.
wife has seeu fit to apply to the courts for
brother came from Massachusetts for m>
separation. She has always done tl>e business
WANTED-Experienced Printer—man
or
Theodore Sidney McIntosh,
tlie
Interesting to note .the excitement
WARREN
the funeral, which was held from her for the fiunily and handled the cash. This is woman. THIS OFFICE.
143-tf
in the talk about various colleges. Stu
well-known truckman, who was for late residence, 236 Rankin street. to notify all persons iiuterested that after this
dents are receiving catalogues. Smith.
Fred Watts has -gone away, having many years a prominent figure in the
date I will not be responsible for any hills
Thursday, Rev. J. S. Crossland, offi sin
man contract; all accounts to be mailed to
For Sale
Boston Tech., Colby, Bates. U. of M.. found employment out of town.
ciating.
The
floral
offerings
were
1S8 Maverick street.
Rockland.
(Signed)
Bowdoin and Boston University come
Mrs. Katie Overlook returned Mon Rockland fire department, died Thurs
-9
FOR SALE—Beautiful 3 months’ old Scotch
very beautiful, and included set pieces JOSEPH W ROGERS
in for their share of talk.
Hebron. day from Massachusetts, where she day forenoon at his home on Prospect
Collie puppies, father registered, mother is
from the Grange, of which the de
PATRONIZE Libby Paladino's fine new bar eligible GEORGE E REDMAN. R F. D No.
Riker and sometimes West Point and visited several weeks with relatives.
street, aged 67 years. He was com ceased was a member, and from St. ber shop in Slnghi block, over Burpee Furni 1, Rockland.
7-10
Annapolis are mentioned.
K. F. Wight has finished his duties pelled t.o relinquish active work early
7*10
Clair & Alien, where Mr. Rackliffe is ture Store; Leo Domenico assistant.
FOR SALE—Standing wood at Hosmer Pond.
The study of American History as clerk at G. B. Hanly’s store.
in September when a falling piece of
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the $1 per cord. C. E. GROTTOX. Rockport. Me.
closes with this half year’s period and
J. S. McDonald is harvesting his freight crushed one of his feet. Dia employed. Especially pathetic was Rockland
7*14
Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mail or
the
spray
of
flowers
marked
“
Mam

Civics will be laken up.
supply of ice this week from Cope betic gangrene developed, and in Oc
18-tf
FOR SALE- -The Nelson fann at Northport,
ma,” which was sent in the baby’s ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
Commercial arithmetic class changes land's pond.
25 acre« and 6 acres of young growth ; plenty
tober it was found necessary to am
The Grange members at*
W. F. SIMMONS. Furniture repairing. Also of wood. Splendid situation for a summer
to a class in commercial bookkeeping.
Harry Robinson is to occupy Mrs. putate the leg. In due course of time name.
chairs reseated by Roy Williams, blind boy. home. Address DICKEY KNOWLTON CO . Bel
tended
in
a
body
and
the
house
was
Annie Watts furnished apartments, as Mr. McIntosh was removed to his
All work tlrst-class
Reasonable rates
280 fast. Me'
7*tf
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal are expected home, where his condition appeared filled with other friends. Interment MAIN STREET, one door North Boston Shoe
MEETS IN THOMASTON
Store.
Pp
.s
’
.i'.rs
x
5-tt
FOR
SALE
-I
have
some
beautiful
thorough

was
in
Achorn
cemetery,
and
the
home soon from Washington, D. C.
to improve very rapidly. About two
bred Collie pups, nine weeks old. Price $10
The young people are enjoying the weeks ago the other foot became af bearers were Raymond Anderson, Ro
ACCORDION
PLEATING.
MACHINE
HEM

each.
JOHN
S
RANLETT.
Rockville.
Me..
Tel.
The 9th annual meeting of the Ma
<
7-tf
No matter how cold the fected. and the patient failed very land Rackliffe, Neil Rackliffe. Os STITCHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT 352-14
trons and Patrons Association of Knox winter.
borne Welt, Earl Bartlett and Norris TONS. Orders promptly filled. PHYLLIS E
weather, how deep the snow or how rapidly.
FOR
SALE
—
Farm
of
115
acres;
must
lie
seen
TOLMAN.
18
Leland
St
Tel.
270J.
5*21
County will be held at Masonic hall,
Bartlett.
to lie appreciated
Come and look it over.
bleak the wind, they enjoy being out
Mr. McIntosh was a native of this
Thomaston, Thursday evening. Jan. 27,
JOANNA
FRAZIER.
R
2.
Union.
Me.
6-9
AUTO
RADIATOR
REPAIRING,
reliable
re

in the open, sliding, skating, skiing and city, and a son of Theodore B. and
at one minute past 8 o'clock. A picnic
building, recoring. New and rebuilt Ford radi
NELLIE M. DOW
FOR SALE—Some second hand furniture,
practicing other winter stunts.
ators for sale, $8, $10, $12 in exchange Ship beds, chairs, stands, bureaus, tables and other
Hannah M. (Turner) McIntosh. With
supper will be served in the banquet
The. officers of Warren Grange will the exception of the few years that
Nellie M. Dow died Wednesday ments given prompt attention
YOUNG’S things
Will sell cheap as have no room to
hall at 6.30. An assessment of 25 cents
AUTO RADIATOR WORKS. 65 Portland St., store them, 37 FULTON STREET, Rockland.
be installed Tuesday evening by Mrs.
a plate will be collected from all those
he worked in Marlboro and Brockton night at her home on Holmes street, Portland. Maine.
4-16
6*9
Warren Gardner.
who are not solicited to furnish. All
shoe factories, his entire life had been aged 49 years. She had been con
Mrs. Mary Meserve is at the home of
FOR SALE—Chester white shoats. 69 to 80
WAGON
COVERS.
TARPAULINS
—
I
have
Just
past and present matrons and patrons
spent here. Returning from Massa fined to her bed the past six wpeeks, received some water proof duck which I can lbs., one boar and some nwe sows in the lot.
her daughter, Mrs. Alpheus Teague.
o'f the order residing in Knox county
make up at jhort notice Into water proof Can be registered. MEADOMTROOK FARM,
The officers of Ivy Chapter O. E. S. chusetts he was employed for a while but was virtually an invalid for eight coverings.
6*9
W. F. TIBBETTS, tel. 233-J, o; Union, Maine.
are eligible to membership. A cordial
in F. R. Spear's coal office. He next years accepting with cheerfulness the 775-W
were installed Friday evening.
invitation is extended to all those who
FOR SALE Round Oak parlor stove, size
engaged
in
the
trucking
business
with
fluctuations
of
her
health,
whether
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will serve a
are not members to become so at this
NOTICE- This is to notify all persons that 18. for wo*$d or coal; also three-burner oil
public supper in I. O. O. F. hall Jan. 19 the late Samuel Haskell, and it was they brought their burden of pain, or I shall
pay no bills contracted by any person stove W. W HARRISON. 22 Lindsev St 6*9
meeting. A program of entertainment
this
firm
which
had
the
contract
for
those glorious hours when she was after this date, Jan. 12. 1921. RALPH
at 6.30 p. m. Everybody come and en
FOR SALE 6 pure blooded While Leghorn
will be provided by the entertaining
hauling
the
rails
wheB
the
Rockland.
WENTWORTH.
Rockport, Me.
6*9
tble to enjoy life as others did.
joy our delicious baked bean supper.
cockerels, $3 each. A T. CLIFFORD
Tel.
chapter and the usual business of the
Thomaston
&
Camden
Street
Railway
44-5.
6-9
The deceased was a native of Cas
35 cents per plate.
LADIES Will find a reliable stock of hair
annual session will be transacted. Each
was built. Mr. Mclntogh trucked to tine, the daughter of Lemuel S. ana goods
FOR SALE—2 vols. of Eaton s History, also
at the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main
ember is privileged to invite one guest.
and from the boats many years, and Mary Ellen (Cosgrove) Dow. Her Street. HELEN C RHODES. «
18-tf
home made comforters, braided rugs and
VINALHAVEN
drapers Inquire at THIS OFFICE.
5-tf
with great efficiency of service.
mother died while she was still a
INCOME TAX RETURNS—I am prepared to
He became identified tvith the tire child and the family came to Rock give assistance in. making out tax returns.
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines.
Wednesday evening at the regular
CAMDEN
ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St Tel 77. These engines, one of them in good shape, but
meeting of Pequoit Tribe, I. O. R. M., department in September 1870, and land, where the remainder of her life
both in good running order. Will sell either
6-tf
helped run the old Dirigo. The com was spent. Relatives and friends will
one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
The concert that was to be given in Great Sachem Morris R. Snow of
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at Oils office and mill. The reason bf sale is that I am going
pany
disbanded
the
same
year,
and
treasure the memory of those quali examine styles If you already have a plate to use electric motors for grinding L N.
the opera house by the Park band Freeport made his official visit. The
the
engine
house
was
moved
from
ties with which she had won their bring it in and let us print you cards in latcs* LITTLEHALE.
4-tf
Sunday afternoon has been post Warriors degree was conferred on
one candidate and the Great Sachem Spring street to its present location affection and esteem. The funera! size- THE COCKIER (GAZETTE.________ 3-tf
poned.
FOR SALE—In Caraaen, 17-room lodging
at
the
junction
of
Main
and
Water
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY—One of our high house on Chestnut street, near P O and Y. M.
services were held yesterday after
Gilbert Patten left Friday for Los gave a long talk. A delicious supper
est grade nuihogany Player-Pianos bought Wo
A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
Angeles. Calif., where he is to write was served after which, under the di streets, where it still serves as the noon, Rev. J. S. Crossland officiating years ago before the higli prices and used only C.
home of the Gen. Berry Engine Co. The burial was in Sea View cemetery for demonstrating in our store. A beautiful in fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
scenarios for a moving picture com rection of the entertainment commit
furnished. Bargain If taken at once. Call at
strument in pertect condition.. Wo will dispose 42 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel 41-12.
tee, W. II. Ingerson, O. V. Drew and Another Dirigo Engine company was
pany.
of it at a 257r; reduction from original price.
134-tf
F. E. Morrow attended the opto Foster Snow, a black face minstrel organized through the efforts of John
MIRROR LAKE WATER
This is a remarkable value when the present
S.
Case
and
Col.
L.
D.
Carver,
and
market prico of these pianos is considered THE
FOR SALE—Double tenement house. 28 and 30
show
was
given
with
all
the
usual
metrist meeting in Portland this week
Mr. McIntosh was its ‘first clerk. In
MAINE MUSIC CO . Rockland. Me
152-tf
Masonic St . with extra lot of land on Grae«
Mrs. John Kimball has returned to embellishments and local hits, which
Samples of water taken from Mirror
Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U.
WHY NOT HAVE those rooms repainted and COLLINS. 375 Main St., Rockland, or MRS. E.
her home in Boston after a short stay was pronounced the feature of the 1872 the Gen. Berry handtub was Lake Jan. 10 have been analyzed at
ceilings reflnished now?
We can do it for KELLEY. Fairfield. Maine.
bought,
and
the
company's
name
was
79-tf
evening.
in town.
you at minimum cost. Address F. S STAPLES,
Regular meeting
of Marguerite changed. Mr. McIntosh served as the State Department of Health in 29 Melxnnl Street. City
4*1 (•
Howard Derry
arrived in town
FOR SALE—Delicious aweot cider, fresh every
foreman in 1877 and 1878, after which Augusta. Director McGouldriek says:
day from choice apples Delivered anywhere.
Thursday night from Philadelphia Chapter, O. E. S. Monday.
NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep
me a card.
JAMES H SIMONTON,
James Sullivan of Rockland was in the company disbanded. Mr. McIn “The water is free from all evidence of resent The Courier-Gazette in Knox county and Drop
called by the death of his sister, Mrs.
120-tf
tosh became a member of the board
to receipt for money paid on new and old sub Rockland, R. F D.
town Wednesday.
Harriet Pendleton.
having
been
in
contact
with
pollution
scriptions.
109-tf
FOR SALE APPLES! APPLES! APPLES’
of
engineers,
and
in
that
capacity
Mr. and Mrs. Jetson Dyer, their
Arthur Ames and Winfield Rich
have disposed of about 160 barrels since I
and as long as the water remains in
started in this fall. Some of them I sold at
ards are on the traverse jury and little daughter and Josiah Reynolds continued to fight Rockland fires for
many
years
He
was
one
of
the
offi

the
condition
in
which
we
now
find
it.
$5
and $6 a barrel. Now. I have got about
Richard Hammond on the grand jury left this week for Pittsburg. Pr.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
100 barrels more of mostly Spies. Baldwins and
Rev. Charles Seliger returned from cials at the Old Home Week muster you may consider it safe to use for all
for this term of court. They reported
Starks. These were picked and graded as ones
last August, and thus was rung down
Rockland Wednesday.
and twos, all good sound apples They don't
Friday morning.
purposes.”
Dealer in Pianos
look any better than just the average grade
M. P. Smith was in Rockland Wed the curtain on his final act in the
The lecture giv^n in the Camden
that are put up in the country. Half of them
garb
of
a
fireman.
Fine Tuning
Telephone that item of news to The
Opera House Tuesday evening by nesday on a business trip.
are beauties. Some of them are rather small.
Men knew Sid McIntosh as a ster Courier-Gazette, Where thousands of
But the quality and flavor is superior to the
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah York and chil
Donald MacMillan, the arctic ex
ling
friend,
whose
assistance
was
orchard run fcr this reason: the
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M average
readers will see it.
plorer, under the auspices of the Ly dren of Crockett’s Rfver are guests of
trees were sprayed and fertilized. You can
never
vainly
sought.
He
was
a
gen

ceum course, was* a most interesting Mrs. Edward Philbrook.
eat these apples in the dark. They are not
railroaded
I have put the price down so
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins arriv ial, cheerful companion, and strong
one and the house was well filled. Mr.
everybody can have some good apples to cat.
in his domestic tastes, believing that
MacMillan is a brilliant speaker and ed Wednesday from Rockland.
Will deliver these anywhere in the city limits
there
was
no
other
place
so
attractive
Freeman Hopkins returned Wed
for $4 per barrel; and to the people of the
his experiences in the frozen north
as his own fireside.
islands I will deliver your barrel to the
were interestingly told and the lec nesday from Boston.
steamboat wharf at Rockland at the same
He
was
married
Oct.
3.
1883,
to
Em
A. V. Patterson returned Wednes
ture was illustrated with pictures
price. You had better order pretty quick. I
ma
Huntley
of
East
Machias.
wh<
don't know where you can get any more, as
day from Rockland where he attend
throughout.
survives him together with one son
there is a great shortage throughout the State.
Keystone Chapter held its annual ed the Democratic Banquet at the
Send your order, together with a remittance
Earle
McIntosh,
auditor
of
the
•
‘
meeting Wednesday evening.
The Hotel Thorndike.
of $1
DR. J. H. DAMON. Rockland. Maine.
curity
Trust
Co.
P.
S. Will deliver smaller quantities in Rock
FOUR
HOUSES
ON
PLEASANT
STREET
ranging
in
price
from
$1000
to
William
Chilles
returned
from
Ten

past year has been the best since the
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Sun

land at $2 a bushel. Telephone tlie office,
$2500, all in good condition.
chapter’s organization, forty candi ant's Harbor Thursday.
593R or 524M.
4-7
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. White enter day afternoon at 2 o'clock. Chaplain
dates having received the Royal Arch
Webber of the state Prison officiating.
tained
friends
Wednesday
at
their
degree The following officers were
THE BAUM HOUSE ai the Highlands, about one acre of land, all improve
elected and appointed: Millard B. home on Pleasant street.
To Let
ments and in excellent condition, price right for quick sale.
MRS. HAROLD RACKLIFFE
A.
C.
Moore
was
in
town
this
week.
Long, High Priest: Charles A. Cav
Not
for
a
long
while
have
the
peo

TO
LETFurnished
room for gentleman.
C.
L.
‘
Bowman
and
W.
E.
Billings
anaugh King; Zelma Dwinal, scribe
References required
MILS. A F. SIMMONS.
DOUBLE HOUSE on Masonic Street, large lot of land, best location in the 21
Tenant’s ple of Rockland Highlands been
Adelbert Small, Captain of the Hosts returned Thursday from
Talbot Avenue.
7-10
Fred Sherman,', principal sojourner: Harbor.
shocked and saddened as they were city, good investment.
TO LET 6 roi»:n tenement, also furnished
T. & Libby of Boston arrivtxl
Carl Hopkins, Royal Arch captain:
rooms for light housekeeping; modern improve
by the death of Mrs. i Hazel Smieh
ments
2 WILLOW STREET.
7*10
W. O. Roberts, chaplain: G. T. Hodg- Thursday.
FINE RESIDENCE in best location, eight rooms, bath, garage.
Rackliffe,
which
occurred
Monday
man; treasurer, L. D. Ames: secre
TO LET Furnished rooms, well heated ; hath.
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
6-tf
A good example of hockey spirit Only 24 years of age, her sweet dis
tarv: G. F. Gilchrist, master 3d vail
LARGE HOUSE. all modern, in excellent condition, reason for selling,
Harry Wilson, master 2d vail: Alton was given in the first game of <he position and lovable character had
TO LET 4 furnished rooms for housekeep
T. French, master 1st vail: Herbert season, Tuesday afternoon which was endeared her to everj’one with whom owner wants small house; will sell at a bargain or exchange for small modern ing at Southend. L. BREWER, 39 Park St.
6-tf
W. Currier, sentinel. Officers will be played on Sanborn and Arey’s ice she came in contact. Mrs. Rackliffe house.
TO LET-Two heated furnished rooms, with
installed Jan. 26 by brand King W. D pond, between the Sons of Rest and was horn in Flushing. N. Y., Sept. 30.
electric lights, gas and bath, for light house
Barron assisted by John L. Tewks V. H. 8. teams. It was an even match 1896, hut came to Maine while still
SOUTH END PROPERTY, two small houses for $1000 each, one for $2800 keeping. 27 PARK STREET
6-9
bury as Grand Marshal and Rev. L. the, first period and neither team was a child Not quite three years ago one all moderrf, with garage, one double tenement upper and lower.
TO LET Three furnished rooms for house
successful enough to get a goal, hut she was married to Harold Rackliffe,
D. Evans as Grand chaplain.
keeping 10 SWEETLAND STREET, off Rankin.
5-8
the V. H. S. team, keeping the puck and their domestic life has been ideal.
The entire community was sadden
FARM 23 ACRES, eight room house, two small hen houses, blackberries, Tel. 633-1.
ed Wednesday night to learn of the ift the vicinity of the enemy’s goal To the coming of her infant child she raspberries, pastures two cows and cuts hay for same. Bargfiin, one-half
TO LET Somebody is needing a house or
rooms i Advertise yours in this column and
death of Mrs. Harriet Pendleton. The during the second period, scored by had looked forward with great eager down. Land in fine state of cultivation and very early, being on side hill.
you'll get an application immediately.
3-tf
deceased had been ill but a short time a pass from Raymond to Miller, and ness and had made many plans *for
TO LET Desirable flat of four rooms at 28
and her death came as a great shock later Patrick caught Bunker sleeping, his future, yet when ihe end came sho
HEN FARM, three miles from city, fine location, with shore privilege. Pacific street, city. TEL. Rockland 142-4 or
to all. as she was thought to be im- and scored,-another. The game ended met it peacefully and with perfect Bikldlngs in best of repair.
518-M
4-tf
proving, when the < hange. came for in the third period and was calk'd off trust in her Heavenly Father that it
TO LET —®tx room tenement with eleetric
Raymond, was for the best.
the worse. Mrs. Pendleton has for on account of darkness.
THOMASTON, fine residence on car line, with blackberries, raspberries, lights and bath, at 27 South Street. Apply on
PREMISES
154-tf
With a thoughtfulness beyond her orchard, and large garden spot. Can be purchased reasonable. Half down.
several years been employed in the G Smith and Patrick featured for V. H.
W. Achorn store and by her ever S„ while Cunningham and Merri- years, she was always planning littlp
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
145-tf
genial and accommodating manner, thew featured for the ’Sons of Rest. gifts and favors for those who were
$900 BUYS small house in Rockport on car line.
sick or alone afitl to these friends the
won a host of friends. She was pos The lineup follows:
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
V. II. S.—Raymond, c; Patrick, 1. loss of “Hazel” is beyond words to
sessed of many fine qualites and
and musical instruments or any tiling that ‘re
I have also, many other properties in the city for sale; also cottages at the quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
was honored and beloved in her home w.; Smith, r. w.: Burns, r: Davis, g.; express. Besides the young husband
I. R FLYE. 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf
town. She always had a cheery word Poole, r.; Davidson, c. r.; Miller, c. r. and little son, Robert Harold, she beadhes, and building lots. Am glad to show property to prospective buyers
Sons of
Rest.—Cunningham c.; leaves a g mot her, Mrs. Susie Smith, at any time.
and a smile for all and was devoted
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the loss
of Deposit Book No. 4375 and the owner of
to her family.
She was fifty-two Smith, 1. w.; Grey, r. w.: Merrithew, and sister, MrM. Raymond Anderson,
said Irnok asks for duplicate in 'accordance
ROBERT COLIJNS
years of age. She is survived by her r.: Bunker, g.; Pulk, p.: Robertson, both nurses, who were in constant at
with the provisions of the State law.
tendance during her sickness and
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Oscar Derry cr.;
SR<TRITY TRUST CO. By Charles M K«nlloch.
375
MAIN
STREET,
6-tf
TELEPHONE
77,
Treas.
Rockland, Me., Jan. 7,. 1921.
4S10
a brother, Howard Derry of l’hiladelScorers—Patrick and Miller.
gave her every care. Thete is also a
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REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
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NCE a year we hold our now famous JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE which has become such a bi# event that all the ladies of Rockland and
vicinity make plans to attend. You know that you have not been in the market for goods as they were too high—we know it too—reaction is
with us and we have just taken our inventory and with a heavy loss. Now our loss is your gain. Opportunity is now knocking loud at
your door. To you it means savings that are exceptional. Below are quoted only a few of the stupendous mark downs to be had.
Merchandise will be displayed Friday, one day previous to opening of our January Clearance Sale.

O

Saturday, January 15 to Saturday, January 22
NO SALE GOODS EXCHANGED OR MONEY REFUNDED.

SALE OPENS AT 8:30, JANUARY 15

GLOVES
WORSTED AND SILK DRESSES
I
LADIES’ AND MISSES’ SUITS
I
COATS AND WRAPS
All of cur stock of Perrins Selected French Kid
Silk and Worsted Dresses for every occasion, all of
A small assortment of fine Suits, wonderful values
A large assortment of Coats and Wraps of every
the finest materials, a fine assortment, no two styles while they last, made of the best materials, sizes from description and for all occasions. These coats must go Gloves in browns, greys, black, black with white
alike—will be sold at great mark down during January 16 to 42. No two styles alike. Suits must go regard- to make room for spring merchandise that will be arriv- stitching, plain white, and white with black backs,
Clearance Sale.
‘
I less, $17.50 to $35.00.
iing shortly. All fine goods in all sizes and colors great all sizes, 5% to 7'/2. $4.75; $3.69.
One lot of silk lined Mocha Gloves, grey and
ly reduced.
Worsted Dresses, ranging from $1 5.00 to $75.00,
Great bargains if you happen to get in.
brown,
$5.50; $3.88.
All
Coats
ranging
from
$52.50
to
$122.50
Sale Price, $8.50, $12.50, $15.00, $17.50, $19.50, “
DRESS SKIRTS
One
lot
of Brown Nappa Kid Gloves, all sizes,
Sale price, %
$27.50, $29.00, $32.50, $49.00.
100 Fine Dress Skirts will be put on sale, made of
$3.50;
$2.49.
All Coats ranging from $37.. 50 to $49.00
SILK DRESSES
heavy plaid, plaited and plain models of nothing but the
One lot of Washable Cape Gloves, P. K. sewn
Sale price, $25.00
Ranging in price from $18.75 to $82.50. Sale finest materials. These skirts will sell at $12.50.
tans
and light shades, all sizes, $3.50; $1.98.
All Coats ranging from $32.50 to $36.50
Price, $15.00, $17.50, $19.50, $25.00, $27.50, $29.00,
Not a skirt in this lot but what is worth $20.00 to
One
lot of Chamoisette Gloves, brown, black,
Sale price, $23.50
$32.50, $49.00.
$35.00.
grey,
mode
and white, $1.50, $1.35; 89c.
All Coats ranging from $19.50 to $22.50
A small assortment of Summer Cotton Dresses, all
Also one small lot of fine all wool Plaid Skirts, i
One
lot
of
Mochasette Gloves, strap wrist, gaunt
Sale price, $15.00
sizes and colors, good porch and street dresses; a big Special, $8.50.___________________________
let style, $2.75, $2.25 value; $1.89.
All Coats ranging from $14.50 to $17.50
opportunity to procure your summer cotton dresses.
One lot of Black and White Silk Gloves, all
Sale price, $11.50
DRESS GOODS
Former price, $6.50 to $10.00. Your choice, $3.95
...
,
j sizes, $1.75, $1.50 values; 89c.
Botany Broadcloth, navy, Taupe, black and
WAISTS AND BLOUSES
Long wristed Wool Gloves, grey and white, grey,
$3.75
brown, 54 in.,
$5.50
, Dainty 1Ge°1rg,ette Waists anLd B,ousfs- some with£ brown? $2.25, $2.00 values; $1.79.
2.9S
Tricotine,
50
in.,
navy,
brown
fit
taupe,
4.50
Pequot Sheets, 81x99,
$1.69
embroidery, beaded gay colors, others with trimmnig ot
Cotton and Wool Checks,
.89
Pequot Sheets, 81x90,
1.59
lace. Most all of these waists have long sleeves, which
STAMPED GOODS
.49
Poplar Cloth, navy.
Pequot Slips, 42x36,
.39
is so fashionable just now. They must be seen to be Stamped All Linen Centers, conventional designs,
.95
Figured Sateens and Venetian Linings, 1.50
Cambridge Cases, 42x36,
.29
appreciated.
! 36 inch,
$2.25 $1.49
.69
Figured Sateens,
I -00
Percale, 25c,
.17
$2.95 Sale
One lot of Waists,
Stamped
36
in.
Center,
French
Knot
design,
1.79
Messaline and taffeta, 36 in.,
Red Star Diaper,
1.19
5.95 Sale
2.95
1.10
.69
One lot of Waists,
Short lengths of Silk and Dress Goods at Special Prices
Best Outing, fancy and plain, 27 inch,
.19
7.50 Sale
5-95 Stamped 36 in. White Center,
1.25
.69
One lot of Waists,
Fancy Outings, 36 inches wide,
.25
$9.50, $10, $12.50 Sale
7-50 Stamped 36 in. White Center,
.89
.49
One lot of Waists,
SHOES
Seersucker,
.29
A stupendous mark down on Fine Shoes. One
Stamped 36 in. Tan Linen conventional design,
VOILE BLOUSES
Fancy Flannelette,
.19
enormous lot of Black and Brown Genuine Calf Skin
2.50 and 2.25
1.49
$4.25
Fine White Voile Blouses, colored stripes, $6.50
Indian Head,
.19
Goodyear Welt High Shoes with military heels. Also
1.89
1.19
Blue
Chambray
Rompers,
2-4
yrs..
Fine White Blouses, colored collar & cuffs, 5.50
A. C. A. Ticking,
.29
fine assortment of Black Kid and Patent Leather with
Blue
and
Pink
Chambray
Dresses,
sizes
4.25
2.25
One lot of Blouses,
Susquehanna,
.35
mat kid tops, high shoes with French heels.
2.98
1.79
4, 6, 8 years,
Extra
fine
Philipine
Hand
Embroidered
Lockwood A Cotton, 40 in.,
17c
Former price $ I 0 to $ i 2. All going at one price, $7.95
ffs,
White
Lawn
Dress,
blue
collar
and
cu
6.25
Waists,
$8.25 & $9.00 $5.25; $9.25
Lockwood B Cotton, 36 in.,
.16
One lot of assorted style Shoes of fine quality,
1.89
1.19
size 2 years,
$2.25
$3.75
One
lot
of
Voile
Waists,
Bates Gingham, 27 inch,
.23
small sizes mostly. Choice, $1.95.
1.00
.59
White
Lawn
Dress,
size
2
years.
4.50
2.98
Apron Gingham, 27 inch,
.14
A small lot of New Moccasins and Felt Slippers,
2.75
1.59
White
Voile
Dresses,
size
2
years,
1.25
2.25
32 inch Plaid Gingham,
.23
all new merchandise, to be closed out regardless of cost.
1.98
1.69
Stamped Pillow Slips, scallop edge,
27 inch Gingham Shorts,
.17
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
One lot of Black Oxfords with military heel, fine
1.95
Stamped Hemstitched Pillow Slips, $3, 2.75
32 inch Imported Ginghams, 95c,
.69
(Night Gowns, lace and hamburg trimmed—
quality Shoes, Goodyear Welt, $8.75.
Stamped Night Gown, pink and white,
Bates 32 inch Ginghams,
.29
$1.25 and $1.50
.85
(Sale Shoes may be tried on but not fitted)_____
2.50 and 1.89
1.59
Prints,
.12’/2
2.25 to 2.98 1.69 Stamped Day Slips,
2.75
1.79
RIBBON DEPARTMENT
Berkley—Cambric,
.24
3.50 to 4.50 2.69 Stamped Linen Guest Towel, 1.25 & 1.50
.89
Fancy Dresden Ribbons—
9-4 Mohawk Sheeting,
.59
Fine Chemise,
89c to $1.00
.59
$2.50 to $6.00 Ribbons, >/2 price
7-4 Pequot Sheeting,
FINISHED PIECES
.49
1.25 to 1.50
.89
$1.75
to
$2.00
Ribbons,
1.19
5-4 Pequot Sheeting,
6.50
J.
B.
Print
Lunch
Cloths, 54 in.,
3.98
.33
1.95
.98
.59
One
lot
of
Ribbons,
89c,
42 inch Pequot Sheeting,
4.50
2.50
.31
2.25 to 2.95 1.98 J. B. Print Lunch Cloths, 45 in.,
.49
One lot of Ribbons, 75c,
42 inch Utica Sheeting,
3.50
1.79
.31
3.75 to 4.50 2.19 Print Lunch Cloths, 36 in.,
.39
On$ lot of Ribbons, 50c,
Hill Cotton, 36 inch,
2.98
J.
B.
Print
Lunch
Cloths,
1.59
.23
All our Silk Underwear and Philippine Underwear at
One lot of Remnants of Fine Ribbons—
10 yd. Pieces Long Cloth,
J.
B.
Scarf,
1
7-54,
1.29
1.89
Big Reductions
.09
No. 2, 3, 5, Colored Velvet Ribbon,
36 inch Poplins,
Napkins,
14
in.,
each,
.35
.17
.49
House Dresses, Kimonos and Colored Petticoats
.19
No. 12 Colored Velvet Ribbon, 39c,
Sheets, 72x90,
6.00
Blue
Velour
and
Tapestry
Scarf,
3.69
.89
Big Reductions
1.39
One lot of String Beads,
Mulberry and Tapestry Scarf,
Fable Oil Cloth Meritas,
5.50
3,00
.39
'/22 price
Dolls of every description,
OUTING NIGHT GOWNS
7.00
Tapestry Scarf,
3.98
TOILET GOODS DEPARTMENT
.09
Our entire stock of Outing Night Gowns will be French Tapestry Scarfs,
Arrow Collars,
4.50
3.50
Rogers Gallet Talcum Powder, 50c,
.39
1.59 sold during our sale at much below cost—to assure a French Tapestry Pillow to match,
One lot of Men’s Full Dress Shirts, $2.50,
2.00
1.59
Toilet Waters, 39c,
.25
20% discount quick cleanup.
All Buttons, Laces and Trimmings,
One Tapestry Pillow^
7.50
4.98
Face Powders, assorted makes, 50c,
.39
$4.25 Gown,
$2.25
One Velour Pillow,
9.00
6.50
UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT
Assorted Talcum Powders, 25c,
.19
$3.98 Gown,
1.98
One
Finished
Pillow,
hand
emb.,
7.50
3.98
Medium Weight Vest,
.79
Perfume, in fancy boxes, $1.50,
1.00
$2.98 Gown,
1.50
1
Child
’
s
Emb.
Dress,
4
year
size,
7.25
3.98
Medium Weight Union Suits,
1.79
Cando Silver Polish, in cakes, 25c,
.17
Medium Weight Vests,
1.09
BLOOMERS
ART GOODS
Metal Polish, 25c,
.15
Medium
Weight
Union
Suits,,
values,
$2.89
$1.89
$1.75
$1.19
$1.50
$1.00
All Maderia Centers, Lunch Sets, Napkins,
A full assortment of Toilet Goods of every description.
Misses’ Vest and Pants, all sizes,
.69
Scarf and Doilys,
20% Discount
CHILDREN’S OUTING PAJAMAS & GOWNS
STATIONERY
ol Vests and Pants,
$3.00
$1.98
Men's
Linen
Initial
Handkerchiefs,
1.00
.79
$2.25, $1.15, $1.29, $1.39, $1.79. Sale price .89
Cranes Linen Lawn, 85c,
.59 Fleeced Union Suits,
$2.89
$1.89
Ladies’ Linen Initial Handkerchiefs,
.75
.49
Cranes and Highland Linen, $1.50,
.98 Wool Union Suits,
.
$5.00
$3.49
MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
Ladies’ All Linen Handkerchiefs,
.50
.39
Fine Stationery, 50c,
.39 Medium Weight Vest and Pants,___________________ .98 20 Gage Hats, former price $18 to $27.50; $7.98 to $12 I lot of Maderia Handkerchiefs,
1.00
.69
Tourist’s Packages, 10c,
.05
20 Hats, former price $12.50 to $18;
$4.98 to $5.98 1 lot of Embroidered Handkerchiefs,
.75
.49
HOSE DEPARTMENT
Fancy Sweet Grass Souvenirs, 25c,
.05
1 lot Hats, reduced from $12.50 to $9.00f
$4.98 Silk and Wool Embroidery Floss, skein,
.07
One lot of Gordon H 300 Onyx A 70 Radmoor, all
A large assortment of popular fiction, $1.00,
.85
I lot Hats, reduced from $8.50 to $9.00;
$3.98 One lot of Slipper Cotton, ball,
.38
.15
silk
lisle
tops in buff, greys, pigeon navy, cordovan and
A large assortment of Fancy Books, 25c,
.19
I lot Hats, tailored felts, velours and trimmed hats,
One lot of Silk Embroidery Floss, 2 for
.05
black, all sizes, $1.79.
reduced from $6.00 to $8.00;
$2.98 I lot Knitting Silk, assorted colors,
1.15
.85
CORSETS
One lot of Onyx 241 Radmoor 4274, all silk lisle
One
lot
of
Hat
Trimmings,
feathers,
ornaments,
Modart Low Bust, 4 pairs, size 24,
$7.00
$3.50 tops, black, white, navy and cordovan, all sizes, $1.59.
LINEN DEPARTMENT
ribbons, etc., reduced to
.09 to .49
Modart Low Bust, 2 pairs, size 20,
8.50
3.50
One lot of out size Hose, gordon, onyx and granite
Al!
Linen
Crash,
One lot of Ostrich Feathers, leduced from
.75
.39
Modart Low Bust, 1 pair, size 23,
5.00
2.79 in black and white, all sizes, $1.99.
Union
Crash,
$1.50
to
$15.00;
.49
to
$3.49
.35
.23
All silk lisle tops, black and white clocks, tlack
Modart Low Bust, 2 pairs, size 19,
5.00
2.50
Huck Towels,
One lot Children’s Hats, reduced from $2.50
.39
.25
Modart Medium Bust, 1 pair, size 27,
13.50
4.25 with black clocks and cordovan with cordovan, all sizes.
Huck Towels,
.50
to
$6.50;
.50
to
$2.98
.35
Modart Medium Bust, 1 pair, size 31,
8.50
5.50 Regular price $4.00 plus tax. Sale price $2.29 plus tax
Turkish Towels,
.75,
.89
Every
hat
in
this
department
must
be
sacrificed.
.69
Modart Medium Bust, 1 pair, size 37,
11.50
6.00
One lot of Gordon 600 and Onyx 530 all silk Hose,
Jewel Scarf,
2.75
1.98
Modart High Bust, 6 pairs, sizes 2-22,
black only, all sizes, $2.49 plus tax.
BLANKETS
Bates Red Damask,
1.69
.89
2-23, 2-24,
9.00
4.00
One lot of Fancy Drop Stitch and Italian Silk Hose 60x76 white and grey Cotton Blankets,
$3.25 $1.89
Modart High Bust, 3 pairs, sizes 2-24,
in black and cordovan, all sizes, $2.49 plus tax.
64x76 white and grey Cotton Blankets,
4.00
2.25
ALL CHINA, % OFF
1-25,
6.50
3.50
One lot of Silk and Fibre Hose, lisle tops, black and 72x80 white and grey Cotton Blankets,
4.50
2.59 (All Felt Back Floor Covering,
.85
.65
All our $2.50 Corsets, $1.50. Sizes 19 to 28.
white and cordovan, all sizes, 99c.
64x76 M. C. W. Wool Nap Blankets,
5.00
iCongoleum, 9x12,
19.00 15.00
Both back and front lace.
One lot of Boot Silk Hose, black and white, sizes 64x80 Plaid Blankets,
4.98
9 Congoleum Rugs, 9x12-6,
16.60 14.00
Sewon Hose Supporters, both flesh and white, .45 .30 9*/2 and I 0, 79c.
70x80 Wearwell Cotton Blankets,
6.00
Congoleum Rugs, 6x9,
9.75
7.75
All $1.25 Brassieres, 75c. Sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 46, 48, 50
All of our 50c Veiling at 29c yard.
66x80 Wool Blankets,
7.00
Congoleum Rugs, 36 in.x54 in.,
2.50
2.00
66x80 Wearwell Cotton & Wool Blankets, 7.50
Congoleum Rugs, 36 in.x72 in.,
3.20
2.50
CHILDREN’S HOSE
WOOL SPORT HOSE
66x80 Wearwell Cotton & Wool Blankets, 9.00
j
Border
Linoleums,
per
yard,
.75
.65
One lot of 1610 Gordon, Children’s Mercerized
One lot of Wool Hose, ribbed, colors blue, brown
66x80 Wearwell Plaid Cotton Wool,
7.50
5.98
Lisle Hose, black, white and cordovan, all sizes 6 to 9'/2,
and green, $1.29.
BAGS
• RUGS
One lot of Wool Silk and Wool and Wool with regular 75c; 59c.
Bead Bags, with fancy silk lining, pocket book
One lot of Misses’ Hose, black, white and cordo All our $75.00 Axminster Rugs, 9x12,
clocks, $2.50,
$1.79.
$49.00
and memo.,
16.50 to 27.50,
y2 Pnce
$65.00 and $69.00 Axminster 8-3x10-6,
One lot of Silk and Wool with fancy clocks, brown van, all sizes, 25c.
41.50
One lot of Children’s Short Socks, assorted colors, 36x72 Axminster Rugs,
only, $2.49.
$15.00
.9.95 1 lot Silk Vanity Cases,
1.75, 1.25
.89
27x60 Axminster Rugs,
Ladies’ Lisle Thread Hose.
all sizes, 39c.
9.00
6.98 I lot of Vanity Cases,
1.10, .75, .50
.49
One lot of Infant’s Cashmere Hose, silk heel and 27x54 Axminster Rugs,
One lot of full fashioned Silk Lisle Hose, black
7.50
5.49 Odd lot of Yarns, ball,
.19
•
Silk Rag Rugs,
toe, black and white, 75c; 39c.
only, all sizes, $1.75 and $1.50 values, 89c.
2.75
1.98
One lot of full fashioned Lisle Thread Hose, black,
NOTIONS
cordovan and white, all sizes, $1.00, 59c.
DeLong Snap Fasteners,
.10
.05
One lot of Cotton Hose, assorted sizes. 25c.
Colored Featherbone, per yard,
.10
.03
Collar Supports,
.07
.03
OUTING SKIRTS
Colored Skirt Braid, per piere,
.15
.05
$1.98
$1.00
Carpet I bread in skeins,
.07
.03
$1.50 to $1.89
.89

Every-Other-Day 1
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BUSY LIME WORKERS

GRADE SCI 1OOL NOTES

One of the New Kilns Nearly
Completed — Other Con
struction Work, and a Few

Fire Drills Developing Effici
ency—The Blue and Gold
Journal — A Self-Control
Drive.

No. 1446.

Reserve District No. 1

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Jokes.
“A few minutes more, Tcggy
dear, and Daddy will be back
witli the Kemp's Balsam. Then
you can go to sleep and forget
that horrid old cough. *

—OF THE—

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
At Rockland, in the State of Maine, at the close of business on Dec. 29, 1920.
LIABILITIES

RKSOl-Ri’K:
Loans and Discounts,
including rediscounts, $783.4
i Notes and bills re
discounted with Feder
al
Reserve
Bank
(other than bank ac
ceptances sold) (see
20.250 00
Item 54a),
Overdrafts, unsecured,
Customers’ liability ac
count of "Acceptances”
executed by this bank
and by other banks
for account of this
bank, and now out
standing.

1150.000 00

Capital stock paid In,
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits,
Less current expenses,
interest and taxes paid.
Interest and discount
collected or credited,
In advance of maturity
and not earned (ap
proximate).
Amount reserved for
all interes' accrued,
Circulating notes out
standing,
Net amounts due to
banks, bankers, and
trust companies in the
United
States
and
foreign countries.
Certified checks out
standing.
Total of two next pre
ceding items,
Demand Deposits (other
than bank deposits)
subject
to
Reserve
(deposits
payable
within 30 days) :
Individual
deposits
subject to cheek,
Certlfkaks of deposit
due in less than 30
days,

g

ROCKLAND,

1

100,000 00
Grade 8-B held a spelling match
I
Point: George Adams, night fore
January 1 to March 15, 1921, is the time al
man resumed duty Sunday having
Monday morining in which Ethel
been out several days on 'account of
Snow "spelled down ’ the class.
lowed for filing Income Tax Returns, if made for
42.555 52
sickness, it. Thomas has been substi
* * * *
763.189 89
!
the calendar year, and as reports for 1920 will soon
tuting for him.—Shipments. 520 barrels
795 92
Encouraging reports have
been
KEMP’S BALSAM received
bulk lump lor mill, and one car barrel
from Miss Anna J. Thorn
M
be
due from individuals required to make returns,
Will Stop That Cough
lump.—Men are being alternated on
dike. who is convalescing at the Peter
the kilns. Augusto Dominik. brother
the
Bent Brigham Hospital.
of "Tony" of No. 1. arrived from Na
•» • • •
foreman, is on vacation. Bert Brack
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ples, Italy, last Tuesday. He intends
Grades 3 and 4, Miss Staples’ room,
75,000 00
ett is substituting this week.
Ship
to make Rockland his home. Mr. Do
U.
S.
Government
securities
are
having
a
hundred
per
cent
con

ments of a car of bulk and one of lump
*
tenders to anyone needing assistance or advice in
minik has just completed four years
to secure
test in Arithmetic. Last week Grade Deposited
were made last week.
circulation
(U.
S.
service in the Italian army.—Mr.
jf
compiling
same, the services of their field solicitor,
3 was the winner, with 33 perfect pa bonds par value).
150, (
Kiln Production—Jan. 2-8
Thomas says the story being circulated
Pledged as collateral
pers.
Mr.
A.
P.
Richardson, who was recently in the
about the enormous quantity of hogs
POINT
for State or other de
♦ ♦ * *
posits or bills payable.
10. 400 00
head cheese consumed by him is a d. 1.,
employ
of
the
Deputy Collector of Internal Rev
Production
Bonus
The pupils of
grade 8-C, Mrs. Owned and unpledged,
184 *4
invented by our timekeeper.—The car
....195 Snow’s room, expressed their sym Total U S. Govern
enue
for
this
district.
penters complete their work on the
187,584 84
....235 pathy for the serious illness of Mrs ment securities,
........ 865
Other Bonds. Securities, etc.:
barrel factory this week and operation
........
Communications addressed to Mr. Richard
Bunds (other than V.
Snow
’
s
mother
hv
sending
a
large
of factory will begin very soon. Mo
bonds) pledged to
basket
of
fruit.
son, care of the Security 1 rust Company, will re
tors sent away to be rewound are due
secure 1 . S deposits, 18,102 80
2,514 44
Total .................... 2.772 .,
....702
♦ ♦ • ♦
Securities other than
lu re now.
Gregory: Kilns 1, 3 and 9 were start
ceive
prompt attention.
(J. S. bonds (not in
The
pupils
of
the
A
and
B
divisions,
New Kilns: The gas producers are
ed Saturday night. No. 2 started Tues grade 8, are getting ready for a "His cluding stocks) owned
H
3-4
and unpledged.
478.549 03
all completed and .will be ready for use
day, and one more will be started as tory Contest” over the Civil War. Collateral Trust and
•
after a few tire-brick have been put
soon as repairs are made, making five This contest is to be held in Miss ather notes of corpor
in. Mr. Skogsberg, erection supervisor,
ations
issued
for
not
kilns in all running under this shed. Coleman’s room at a date to be an
less than one year nor
left Thursday. The steel work on the
452.612 95
Herb Davis has arrived home from his nounced later.
more than three years’
lirst one of the new kilns is completed
inte,
✓
Boston trip and resumed work. Stag
♦ # » •
42.232 00
and is ready for the lining. It is 85
Total bonds, securi
ing has been removed from the new
During the first four months of the ties, etc., other than
feet high from the concrete base and is
12.118 56
boiler chimney and the boiler is in op school years Grade VIII-A has had u. s.
to be topped with a covering which
At the Sign of.*;
239 00
Dividends unpaid.
eration. Owing to the heavy draft of an average attendance of 97.91% and Stocks. other than
will add about five feet more to the
Federal Reserve Bank
1
North National B '
Total of demand de
boiler safety lines have been provided only one case of tardiness. They pro stock.
height. The fine weather has enabled
posits
(other
than
for the firemen so they won’t go up pose tq beat that record during the Stock of Federal Re
the crew to make rapid progress. They
bank deposits) sub
serve Bank (50 j>er
chimney. Shift-days have been re next four months.
are a rew of quick workers in any kind
cent
of
subscription).
ject to reserve,
464,970 51
established, occurring every Monday, j
♦ ♦ ♦ #
WITHIN OUR DOORS you will Find a cor
Value of banking house,
of weather and it is interesting to watch
Time Deposits subject
"Dominik” is having good recoveryj Grade VI., McLain Building, is ob owned and unlucumdial welcome and a spirit of helpful and con
the quiet, every-motion-count way they
to
Reserve
(payable
20.000 00
from an operation performed on him | serving "Good Writing” week. Edna bertd, *
siderate co-operation in all matters pertaining
after 30 days, or sub
have of doing things. It is interesting
Furniture and flx
last Sunday at the Knox Hospital.
i Gregory and Dorothy Gray are the rures.
to 30 days or more
to banking and trust.
to watch Arthur Bennett motion a
1,116 86 ject
notice, and postal sav
Blacksmith Shop: Kiley was telling i leaders of the groups. At the end of Lawful reserve with
We are here to serve the people and we are
piece of steel from the ground to its
ings)
:
65,339 49
about the wilow trees he had been cut- | the week judges chosen from the Federal Reserve Bank.
trained and equipped to do so.
proper place aloft—not a word, but
ank
Certificates of deposit,
56
33,654
Cash
in
vault
and
ting down, and about the marvelous re- •
motions of about 56 varieties tell the
school will decide upon the best writ net amounts due from
We can help you
745.385 55
Other time deposits,
suits obtained from the planting of
national banks,
76.886 41 Total of time deposits.
derrick man just what to do. There is
ers.
—to save your money
Net amounts due from
willow slips. The story was going fine,
•
*
*
•
only one man on the job who appears
subject to Reserve,
779.040 11
banks, bankers, and
—to build your business
and belief was slowly creeping into the
the least bit nervous and that is Bob
The fire drills have been conducted trust companies in
Kills
payable with
—to safeguard your family
United States.
Federal Reserve Bank,
9,000 00
Kwayne. the Boston real estate owner, minds of the hearers, when ’ he was regularly at the Purchase
street the
—to protect your valuables
(other than included
rudely interrupted by Mr. Collamore.
"Acceptances” execut
and this is accounted for by the fact
building return, and have their books in Items above.
9,170
84
ed by this bank for
Our time and facilities are at your disposal.
that Bob is soon to enter matrimony. "That's nothing, it ain’t in it with pupils have attained such a high de Checks on other batiks
witchgrass,” said Ben. "Last spring I
75,000 00
customers,
the same city or
They say Bob is a great roller skater,
gree of efficiency that in less than in
town
as
reporting
Liabilities for redis
too, but not any better than John Elo. pulled some witchgrass out of my gar two minutes they can file out of the ba nk.
2,957
8'
1854
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
1920
counts with Federal
and not so good as "Fred," the star den and threw it into my hen yard. The building, rturn, and have their books Total of three next
Reserve Bank
(see
preceding items,
89,015 10
Item Id),
20,250 00
U. S. DEPOSITORY OF POSTAL SAVINGS
skater of the crew. Eddie Hines Sulli next day that witchgrass had come out ready for work.
Checks on banks locat
♦ * ♦ «
van would make a good skater if he right out through the feathers on them
ed outside of city or
hens and I drove them into the barn, so
Member Federal Reserve Bank
town of reporting bank
paid less attention to the ladies and
Friday,
Jan.
7,
Grade
8-B,
Miss
my
horse
could
get
seme
green
grass
and
other cash Items,
) 358 86
more atention to keeping both his feet
Coleman’s‘'room, debated upon the Redemption fund with
to
eat.
”
When
Ben
had
finished
Kiley
Open
Saturday Evenings From 7 Until 9
minding their own business.
The
U. S. Treasurer ami
quietly paged over the blue ribbon that question. "Which is more important, due
from
U.
S.
Treas

hardest worked man in the crew
the automobile or the airship?” The urer.
i. .
7.500 00
Pete Benner
of<• Waldoboro, n.itK
with his I had been so long
” in hi: possession.
debaters were:
automobile, Ethel Interest earned but not
columns of figures to write down twice
collected,
approximate,
Snow, Fay Hunt and Sheridan Bart
Notes and Bills Re
a day. Pete has a very stubborn dis
THE MILK PRODUCERS lett: airship, Kenneth Green, Ves on
ceivable not past due,
3,851 67
position, he absolutely refusing the
per Crockett and Helen Merry.
many proffers of aid he receives from',’T
n
n
$1,776,441 4k
Total.
Total,
$1,776,441
46 I
* * ♦ *
the boys, who would be willing to put Knox County Is io ce KepPupils
in
grades
Three
and
Four,
in a ittle overtime rather than see one j
resented At the Annual ■Crescent street, who were not ab State of Maine, County of Knox, ss
so young working himself into an early
I. II. E. Robinson, Cashier of the above-namml bank do solemnly swear that the above
sent during the fall term were: Ray
gra ve.
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
_H ___
E ___
ROBINSON. Cashier
Meeting in Boston.
mond Ames, John Hinjer, Jacob Ja- statement
Barrel Factory No. 1: Machinery!
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of January. 192
cobsie, Anna Kenniston, Addie McIn
(Seal)
ARTHUR L ORNE, Notary Public
has been thoroughly overhauled and j
—
Knox county dairymen will be tosh, Harriet Moran, Eunice Phelps Correct- Attest R" ANSON' ( R1E.
unpaired and a new blower for the
WILIAM D TALBOT.
Pupils in
ISRAEL SNOW.
heaters installed.
Operation com well represented at the annual meet and Raymond Sprowl.
Directors
menced Tuesday morning with the ing of the New England Miik Pro grades one and two Cres?ent street,
same old crew. Small barrels will be ducers’ Association i:i Boston Jan. 25 who were not absent during the fall
term were: Grace Bbulliame, Forest
made. One carload staves and one
e -* L
•
carload steel hoops have been received. and 2G when milk marketing prob Flagg and Dorothy Simmons.
No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.
UNDER FEDERAL
♦
♦
*
♦
Hoops are being shipped to Rockport. lems will be discussed and policies
Miss Marion McCorquindale, the
Trespass notices have been posted on for all New England will be fixed for
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
SUPERVISION
the year. The County Association Domestic Science teacher at McLain
the stock sheds.
—OF THE—
Mill: A new ord r for 500 barrels hy will be represented by its president, Building, has gone to her home in
drate for some rubber works is being Frank Davis, Warren, and it is prob Millinocket on account of sickness.
The Rockland National Bank is under federal
run through. A dust arrester is being able that a number of members from It is expected that she wil be able to
supervision, being a member cf the Federal Reserve
installed in Mill No. 2. It is a huge differe nt local associations will attend. return to duty before the close of the At Rockland, in the State of Maine at the close of business on Dec. 23, 1920.
Banking System. Have you considered the many ad
affair and is guaranteed to top all dust. The secretary of the County Associa- .vinter term. The girls of grade 8-A
RESOURCES
vantages this affords you?
presented
Miss
McCorquindale
with
a
Loans
and
discounts
..........................................................................................
$710,063
4ft
Now tf somebody would only invent tion is A. V. McIntire of Warren,
Overdrafts,
unsecured
........................................................................................
121
$1
Your Checking Account is invited with the assur
gold
"Ever
Sharp
”
pencil
during
the
aing
that
could
stop
the
dust
the
something
The county agent has also been invit
U S. Government’Securities owned:
ance of every facility for your banking needs.
janitor of Mill No 1 raises when he is ed to attend all sessions.
sewing period last Wednesday.
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value) ......................
85,000 Oft
♦ * * *
Pledged to secure postal savings deposits (par value, ..........................
9*000 0ft
galivantfng around joy complete would
Dr. A. W. Gilbert, Massachusetts
and unpledged ....................... •...............................................................
15,961 04
Grade 8-A, Miss Trqsk’s room. Is Owned
reign.
State Commissioner of Agriculture,
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamps actually owned ............
2 893 42
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
Ross & Larsen is the firm name of will be toastmaster, and the speakers to issue a paper called "The Blue and Total U S. Goveirfbient securities .................................................................
112,354 46
Securities
other
than
U.
S.
bonds
(not
induolng
stocks,
owned
a new business enterprise about to be1 will
pr Charles E. North, widely Gold Journal,” the editorial staff
and unpledged ..........................................................................................
403,044 08
put into operation. Their specialty is ! ol(1 fampy friend.” she adds, ‘ which which 4s made up as follows: Editor. Collateral
Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not less
to be the manufacture ol' "divining” with studying the sanitary handling Eleanor Snow: assistant editor, Fran
than one year n<£ more than three years’ time................................... 38,343 50
. 447,387 58
rods. The rod recently made by Karl of milk, and Prof. W. P. B. Lockwood, ces McDougall; funny page. John Total bonds, seeurnles, etc, other than U. S............................................
Rockland, Maim:
other than Federal Reserve Bank stock........................................
10,792 50
to locate water with was a proved suc head of the dairy division of the McLoon: current
events.
Marion Stocks,
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50% or subscription, ........................
3.600 00
cess. Now Chris has perfected a Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Richardson: short stories. Winola Value of banking house, owned and unincumbered .................................
20,058 3‘J
MSI
r MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM* T|;*ililW
and flxrures ........................................................................................
1,000 Oft
‘cider” rod to locate cider in barrel
The Association must elect a Presi itichan; athletics, Raymond Perry; Furniture
Lawful
reserve
with
Federal
Reserve
Bank
..............................................
58.053
04
lots, as nothing less than a barrel is dent to take the place of the late school news. Carolyn Perry: person Cash In vault and net amounts due from national banks ..................
126,497 53
to be thought of in connection with Frank S. Adams of Bowdoinham Me., als, Billy Large;’poems, Mary Was- Checks on other banks in the same city or town as reporting bank
(other
than
Item
15)
...............................................................................
2.408 41
these two gentlemen. A test of this whoso death in November was a gatt.
Total of Items 12. 13, 14, 15, and 16............................................................
128,905 94
* ♦ * *
rod is soon to. be made and the many heavy loss to the Association.
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
friends of these two worthies are anx
and other cash items .................................................................................
1.942 49
On Monday a challenge, written by
The New England Milk Proluccrs’
4250 00
iously awaiting results. Rods to lo Association now has about 21.00C one of the pupils of Miss Fuller, and Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U S Treasurer
Interest
earned
but
not
collected
—
approximate
—
on
Notes
and
Bills
cate other fluids, including home-brew, I members repres ntir.g Maine, New approved by the class, was sent to
Receivable not past due ...........................................................................
300 00
are being worked out. Several shares
Hampshire, Vermont. Massachusetts the pupils of Miss Trask’s room. It
Total
..............................................................................................
..
$1,498,829
61
of stock In the new concern have al and Rhode Island, also portions of reads as follows: "As there is a drive
LIABILITIES
ready been taken by men. forking
on
for
perfect
attendance
in
the
Mc

Connecticut and of New York State.
Capital .stock paid In ......................................................................................
100 000 00
around the new kilns, and more would
20,000 00
The local associations in Knox coun Lain Building, we think that it would Surplus fund ........................................................................................................
ESTABLISHED 1868
probably be taken if it wasn’t so close
Undivided
profits
................................................................................................
46.936
88
be
a
nice
thing
to
have
a
drive
for
ty
are
Appleton,
Camden.,
Rockland,
Less
current
expenses,
interest,
and
taxes
paid
........................................
28,315
79
18,621 09
ly watched. A list of the stockholders
self-control.
Therefore
we,
pupils
of
Thomaston, Union and Warren, with
Interest and discount collected or credited, in advance of maturity
will be printed later.
and not earned (approximate) ..............................................................
1,000 00
he Seventh Grade. Division A, chal• L. K. K. It.; Two trains are now run a total of 192 members.
Circulating
notes outstanding .........................................................................
83,000 00
'enge you, pupils of the Eighth Grade, Individual deposits
j| Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
subject
to
check
..............................................................
279,097
97
ning. No. 5 is again in commission,
Division A, to a contest. The pur- Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days (other than for money
with a tight dome. Brakeman Doherty
H Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
how
borrowed
.......................................................................................................
1,503
25
oQSe of this contest is to see
is a quick thinker and a quick jumper.
from Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits, subject to Re
arge
a
parcentage
of
pupils
g
of 4% per annum.
serve
Item*
33,
34,
35.
36,
37
and
38
................................................
280.601
22
When he saw a 220 volt electric wire
»ach room can refrain from whisper- Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed ......................
20.000 00
There is no “cure,” but
hanging low ahead of him and realiz
ISIS
’
Postal
savings
dejiosits
......................................................................................
469
89
I .. .....
ng in their rooms and in passing,
ing he was on a high car, a fast de
975,137 41
wheezy breathing may without permission, also to secure Other time deposits..............................................................................................
Total
of
time
deposits
subject
to
Reserve,
Items
41
and
42
................
995,607
30
cision and a jump saved him from a
oftentimes be relieved promptness in clearing desks after
serious accident, although he scared
Total ..................................................................... >................... /.................
$1,498,839 61
he gong rings. This contest shall
Conductor Reed most to death by land
by inhaling the .oothing
>egin
Jan.
11
and
end
Feb.
11.
The
State
of
Maine,
County
of
Knox,
ss
:
ing on him. The car was being pushed
I. L. SNOW CO.
medicated vagers of—
esult of the contest shall be a debate,
I. Edward F Berry, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
up grade at the Point kilns. The con
statement is true to the best of iny,knowledge and belief
EDUARD F. BERRY, Cashier.
)f
which
the
winners
are
to
choose
tact with the wire resulted in a badly
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of Januarv. 1921.
We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO
i z:
he subject.”
The
challenge was
[Seal]
HENRY L WITHEE, Notary Public
twisted brake and a general ripping
Correct
—
Attest
:
A.
B
PACKARD.
(
iromptly
accepted
and
the
fight
is
on.
LINE
ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
down of wires. A 45-feet pole hag re
FRED S RHODES,
’Directori
placed the old one so the line is now
0. H. HART,
(
Build
and
repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. OxyTelephone that item of news to The
High enough for all comers. It all hap
Courier-Gazette,
where
thousands
of
acetelene
Welding
and Electric Welding.
pened last Wednesday.
eaders will see it.
Five-Kilns: William Snow, night
We have a large stock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and

rc
•
Nokth
National
R

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

The Rockland National Bank

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Deposits $2,263,152 49

No. 890.

Reserve District No. 1.

Boiler Plates.
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
-OF THE=.

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

I. L. SNOW CO.

At Thomaston, in the State of Maine, at the close of business Dec. 29, 1923.

Rockland, Maine

RESOURCES
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts.............................................. $148
$148,861 35
Acceptances of other banks discounted........................................................
18.515 53
Overdrafts, secured .............................................................................................
U. S. Government Securities iwned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds pir value) ........ . ..........
50,000 00
Owned and unpledged ........................................................................................
47,612 00
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamps actually owned ............
670 44
Total U S. Government securities ...............................................................
Securities other than U. S. bonds (not including stocks) owned and
unpledged .................................................................................................
337 141 no
Collateral Trust and other rotes of corporations issued for not less
than one year nor more than three years’ time ............................
40,420 00
Total bonds, securities, etc., other than U. S........................................
Stocks other than Federal Reserve Bank stock........................................
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of subscription) ..........
Value of banking house owned and unincumbered .................... ,....
Furniture and fixtures ................. .....................................................................
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank................................................
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks ................
Net amount due from banks, bankers, and trust companies in the
United States (other than included in Items 11. 12 or 13) ...
Total of Items 12. 13. 14. 15 and 16 .........................................................
51.348 85
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
and other cash items ...............................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer and due from U. S Treasurer
Interest earned but not collected—approximate—on Notes and Bills
Receivable not past due ....................................................... ...............

Total .......................................................................................................
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In ........................................................................................
Surplus fund ......................................................................................................
Undivided profits ................................................................................................
Less current expenses, Interest, and taxes paid........................................
Interest and discount collected or credited in advance of maturity
and not earned—(approximate) .........................................................
Circulating notes outstanding ...........................................................................
Individual deposits subject to check ...........................................................
Dividends unpaid ................................................................................................
Total of demand deposits (other than Lank deposits) subject to Re
serve Items 33, 35, 36, 37, 38 ............ ................................................
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed ........................
Other time deposits ........................................................................ . .............
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 39, 40, 41, and 42 ..
Total .............................................................................................................

2’

Scene from Duvid Belasco’s Comedy Success "The Boomerang” at the Park Theatre, Friday,

January 21st.

•

*

167,379 88
6 34

98,282 41

377,561 00
5.440 00
2.100 00
9.000 00
7.300 00
23.502 52
43,313 2V

ALL KINDS OF

! ‘ BUILDING MATERIAL

11.005 Mi
3.947 10
2.500 oo

W. H. GLOVER CO.

600 00

$752,168 13
$50 000 00
20.000 00
39 014 Hl
11,980 lifl

27,063 92
900 00

Rockland Marble and

48.900 00
133 426 68
362 00
133,788 68

,

Granite Works —

10.000 O0
461,515 53

W. N. GLENDENNING, Proprietor
—Manufacturers of—

$752,168 13

CEMETERY WORK

471.515 53

8tate of Maine County of Knox, ss
I, F. H Jordau, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that tbs above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
F H JORDAN. Cashier
Subscribed ami sworn to before me this 8th day of January. 1921.
| Beal |
W t*. STRONG,
Knt.rr Public.
Correct—Attest: W. G WASHBURN,
JOHN BROWN,
T S SINGER,
Directors.

—And Dealers In—

Native and Scotch Granite,
Marble Shelves, Etc.

Lindsey Street

